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Abstract 
WebMC: A Model Checker for the Web 

by Víctor Ferman 

Web applicaticms permcate our cvery<lay life. vVc use thcm for a lot of different activities, rnnging 

from financia! services, like e-banking, to containerization in IaaS platforms, like Docker. Web 

applications have become of paramount importance, mostly because they are easy to use, to 

deploy to large numbers of users, they are cheap, and above al!, because they have a small 

footprint on the client side due to running above browsers. Due to the ubiquitous nature of 

the web, it is of the utmost importancc that we address the security of web applications; this 

includes guaranteeing that sencling critica! data through these applications is secure, even if the 

associated servers fail, or even if a server gets compromised by an intruder. 

Proving security properties of browser based protocols, the key components of secure web appli

cations, has been largely ignored. This is in contrast to its counterpart, proving correctness of 

security protocols, for which there exists severa! tools involving a large degree of automation 

(see [l], for a survey), and using either of various approaches, including formal methods [2]. 

While such tools offer a good starting point for the security analysis of browser based proto

cols, they are not enough because, in comparison to security protocols, browser based protocols 

involve more complex behavior, and more complex message structure. 

Security analysis of browser based protocols is complex, error-prone and difficult to automate. It 

has to take into account issues that are beyond the scope of tools for security protocol analysis. 

Among other things, this involves accounting for the human nature of the end-user; the effect of 

browser policies on information security guarantees; the implications of browser using of frames, 

running scripts, and managing cookies; the intricate interactions that may arise among all of the 

participants in the protocol under analysis; and the behavior of a complex protocol, which often 

leaves the user with incomplete knowledge of what is being executed and of the information 

being exchanged. 

WebMC is based on Internet standards. The design of it has taken inspiration from OFMC [3]. 

WebMC is able to represent widespread attacks, such as cross site scripting (XSS), cross site 

request forgery (CSRF), and session fixation. lt can also automate attacks that require the 

reuse of data and cookies contained in messages, as well as the behaviors that may arise from 

the interactions of the different participants in a browser based protocol. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Information security is concerned with the way in which information ancl systems are protected. 

It is commonly said that information security has three main components namely: confiden

tiality, integrity, and availability. Modern information and computer systems are said to be 

secure if they assure these three conditions; however, this is definition gives an incomplete view 

of security since we have to take into account the sometimes conflicting needs of the different 

stakeholders of the systems as in multilateral security. According to [4] integrity is a requirement 

that information and programs are changed only in a specified and authorized manner or that 

a system performs its intended function in an unimpaired manner, free from deliberate or in

advertent unauthorized manipulation of the system. Confidentiality is defined as a requirement 

that private or conficlcntial information not be clisclosccl to unauthorizccl inclivicluals. Finally, 

availability is a requirement intended to assure that systems work promptly and service is not 

denied to authorized users. 

The web is one of such system that requires information security to be held. Web applications 

are ubiquitous in our everyday life, we use them for everything from the common, like web-mail, 

to information sensitive activites, like banking, and even to communicate and manage instances 

of IaaS platforms like Docker and Amazon's AWS that hold information all kinds of information 

about its users. Web applications are becoming more and more important because of their ease 

of use, their ease of deployment to large numbers of users, their relatively small cost considering 

the amount of people they can be deployed to, and above all, their use of the browser as a 

platform and thus their small footprint on the end-users' systems. Due to the ubiquity of web 

applications it is of the utmost importance that we think about their security and that of the 

data we send through them by using the corresponding browser based protocols. That is, We 

need to ensure that data is secure in case a server is attacked or fails, or even if the browser is 

being attacked by an intruder that is able to fully control the network (Dolev-Yao) even when 

considering perfect cryptography. 

1 
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Research 011 securing different systems, protocols and applications is vast and focuses 011 differe11t 

aspects of what means for a system, program or protocol to be secure. Extensive testing is one of 

these ways; however, testing tends to be incomplete and it is not always able to deal with errors 

originating from the design of the applications and protocols. Other, more formal, approaches 

like theorem proving and model checking have been devised (for a survey see [l]). These formal 

approaches havc lcd to the developme11t of severa! tools, like [2], for the automated verificatio11 

of software ancl protocols. 

While security analysis of browser based protocols and web applications is complex, error prone, 

awl difhcult to autornatc: thcrc are severa! ways in which sccuri11µ; tlw i11fonnation in browscrs, 

web applications and browser based protocols has been attempted. This automation requires 

taking into account severa! things like a user with incomplete knowledge of the protocol ancl 

information bei11g exchanged by the other participa11ts; thc effects of browser policies on the 

behavior ancl security of infonnation or protocols; the use of browser characteristics like frames, 

scripts, and cookies by the web applications; the interaction of the different participants in 

web applications ( i. e. user, browser, the network, one or more servers) and the protocols or 

applications being run. Additionally the problem is made harder by the existence of sophis

ticated attackers that can corrupt participants in arder to take advantage of the mentioned 

-characteristics. 

Existing tools for the verification of software and security protocols are a good starting point 

for the research on the security of browser based protocols and web applications; however, 

we find they are too limiting to represent browser based protocols and web applications since 

standard tools for model checking software tend to be limited in the amount and dynamics of 

behaviors they analyze, and in the structure and contents of the messages and events they are 

ablc to reprcsent. Morcovcr, t.hese tools require spccific rnachinery and proof mcthocls that are 

not always adequate to deal with the problem at hand ( e.g. they may require the complete 

exploration of the state space). 

It is because of the previously mentioned shortcomings that security verification methods for 

browser based protocols like [5] and [6] have been created. While these approaches are at 

almost opposite ends of exhaustiveness regarding the characteristics of the web included neither 

of them has been made into an automated too!, the latter method, as the authors admit, dueto 

the complexity of dealing in an automated manner with all the characteristics included in the 

models used by the method they propase. 
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1.1 Goals And Scope of this Work 

Due to the characteristics and limitations of existing approaches we consider that there is an 

opportunity and a necd for a new approach that is detailed yet still amenable to automation. 

We also pose that due to the amount of characteristics shared between browser based proto

cols Hll(I web applications they can be thought to be equivalent and thus analyzing one is the 

samc as analyzing the other. With this in mind, we decided to develop both a method and a 

tool for verifying browser based protocols a.nd web applications, ten.ns to be hereinafter used 

interchangeably with protocols and web protocols. The results of our research are compiled and 

prcscntcd in this ,vork, spccihcally wc prcscnt \Vcbl\IC a rncthod awl a tool ablc to analyzc 

protocols and detect the effects of widespreacl attacks like cross site scripting (XSS) ancl cross 

site request forgery (CSRF). 

Our goal is to is to automatically verify the security of web protocols, as such, we designed 

WebMC, a method and a tool based on standards that formalizes and models the structures 

and behavior of the different participants in web applications. We must note that web protocols 

are designed to work above other protocols like those in layer 7 of the OSI model. To be more 

specific we want to analyze protocols that work over HTTPS (HTTP+TLS or SSL) and leave 

aside behaviors arising from usecured HTTP and DNS. With this said, our model and application 

also take into account request and responses, browser policies, cookies, simple scripts, frames, 

element visibility; while leaving aside things like headers, inter-frame communication, complex 

scripts, and storage. The chosen characteristics are useful in arder to represent the previously 

mentioned attacks; however, these characteristics are not able to represent ali of the possible 

behaviors as we will discuss in Chapter 4. 

In arder to achieve our goal, WebMC includes models for a user, a generic server, a web browser, 

the network, the attacker, anda message theory. We also propase verifying these protocols in a 

similar way to OFMC [3] due top the way in which it manages infinite state spaces and searches 

for a counter example to a given security property. In contrast to other methods designed to 

verify protocols, WebMC aims to be more detailed than [5], enough to represent a wide range 

of behaviors, while not being as exhaustive as [6] thus losing the ability to analyze certain 

interactions like inter-frame communication. 

1.2 Structure of this Work 

So far we have discussed the aim and the importance of our work. In arder to better guide the 

reader we will now conduele this chapter by giving an account of the contents of this work. 
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Chapter 1 is this chapter, the introduction, in which we state the importance of our work. It 

presents and gives the basic assumptions, goals and structure of this work. 

Chapter 2 Gives an overview of the formal methods area and discusses in detail the approachcs 

taken by the community in order to secure browsers, web applications and browser basccl 

protocols. 

Chapter 3 Presents and gives a detailed look at widespread attacks to protocols. The chapter 

also discusses the characteristics both a method and an automatecl tool should inclucle in 

order to be able to represent and analyze these attacks. 

Chapter 4 Takes a look at the general characteristics of our method, explains our design 

choices, ancl discusses formally what is a protocol and a security property in our method 

as well as what we mean by security. 

Chapter 5 Prcscnts thc first. half of our mo<lel, that. is, Wl~ <liscuss iu detail Usen, and IJrowscrs. 

We start by explaining what we consider to be a User of web applications and browser 

based protocols. Then, we provide a model for a User and give a look to its capabilities 

and how it interacts with the other participants in order to crea.te a cohesive whole. After 

presenting the user we continue by presenting the model and behavior of the browser to 

be used by our method. We define what are web pages to our model and how they are 

constructed, how scripts work, how messages and information storage are represented, the 

browser's characteristics, how security policies work, and how the browser communicates 

with the user and the servers. 

Chapter 6 Discusses the second half of our model. We begin our discussion by presenting the 

characteristics and capabilities of servers, the difficulties in creating a model that is able 

to represent all of the possible behaviors, how we solved this problem, how servers are 

deeply related to protocols and how server instances are able to interact with the browser 

and other server instances in our method. We continue by giving and in-depth look at 

the characteristics of the network and the attacker. We do so by providing a detailed 

account of what the attacker capabilities are, and how these capabilities are relatecl to the 

Dolev-Yao attacker; this discussion also explores how servers are compromised and what 

it entails. 

Chapter 7 Presents the implementation of our model, gives an overview of the design consid

erations and the inner workings of the tool, and concludes with a discussion about the 

experimental results obtained from the use of WebMC. 

Chapter 8 Is the final chapter of this work, in which we present ancl cliscuss conclusions reached 

from the work we did and how it may be continued and enhanced in the future. 



Chapter 2 

Related Work 

Our aim is to verify browser based protocols and web applications. So far we have talked about 

the importance of our work. However, our work is not isolated, and as such we shall describe 

its context so as to allow us to highlight the relevance of working in the subject. In arder to 

be as clear as possible in regards to the context; we will first explore what has been done in 

the area of security protocol verification, due to the large amount of characteristics and work 

that is related to our own, then we will continue by exploring the approaches to secure both 

browsers and the protocols that use them as platforms. 

There are many different approaches to determine whether a security protocol ensures its goal 

or not. Among all of the approaches to security protocol verification sorne ( e.g belief logics, 

state exploration, and information flow analysis) are more relevant to our interests as they have 

been used to approach the verification of browser bascd protocols. 

The specific problem of web protocol verification has been studied in two ways. One of these 

ways studies how browsers and their behavior can be secured, while the other deals with the 

interactions that arise between the participants of a protocol as it is being executed and how 

these interactions affect security. 

This chapter will be structured as follows, we will first explore how the browsers have been 

studied and analyzed in arder to be secured from attacks in Section 2.1. Then, in Section 2.2, 

we start by giving a general overview of the security protocol verification area, discuss sorne 

of the advantages and disadvantages of sorne of the approaches related to protocol verification, 

and after that we take a detailed look at the different approaches taken to salve the problem 

of browser based protocol verification. Finally, in Section 2.3 we conclude by summarizing the 

difference between our approach and that of others. 

5 
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2.1 Research on Browser Behavior Analysis 

As we have said securing the information that goes through a browser is an important research 

area. The research in this area can be divicled in two categories: thc analysis of browser behavior 

Section 2. 1, and the verification of brmvser based protocols Scct ion 2.2. In both categories; the 

approaclies taken ami the results are of rcstricted in that they tencl to either sirnplify too nmch [5, 

7], be too detailed [6] or too specific in regareis to a given web browser implementation [8, 9]. 

In the case of the formal analysis of browser based protocols researchers usually eithcr ignore 

the browser behavior, thus simplifying too much; or include too rnany details frorn IETF and 

W:3C spccificatious, making tlw rnodcl too complcx for automatic protocol vcrification. 

Protocol vcrification usually leaves aside the behavior of the clieuts since the clients are made 

specifically far one or just a few protocols and thus their beha.vior cloes not change clcpending 

on what the contents of rnessages being received. However, in the case of web protocols this 

is not posible since browsers are not like any of the other clients and as such there is a ful! 

research area about their behavior. 'vVe can think about this research area as being at the 

ot her cnd of thc protoc:ol vcrification approach; that is, it tries to undcrstand and to sccurc 

the behavior of a browser while executing applications while disregarding the fact that an 

application may be insecure in sorne other ways (for example the lack of encryption or the fact 

that sorne messages can be rnisunderstood or re-sent by someone else). More specifically research 

on browser behavior leaves aside the way the browser interacts with the servers. This research 

area focuses only on analyzing web specifications, their intended properties and the inforrnation 

flow within the browser, or pays attention only to the bugs in a given browser implementation. 

Browser analysis usually lacks a forrnalism or even a rigorous rnathernatical method, and focuses 

instead on the exploitation of vulnerabilities. This means that the approach is not concerned 

with a systernatic way in which crrors and vulncrabilities rnay he found or fixcd, nor is it 

concerned with the analysis of attacks that happen outside of the browser itself. 

The research in this area is often spread widely and is usually very practical in nature. We 

can see exarnples of research in the area in every-year's BlackHat or CanSecWest conferences, 

and in contests like "Pwn20wn" where a person or a group try to exploit previously unknown 

vulnerabilities on popular software like browsers. Sorne of the other work in the area has a 

more formal approach; however, it still lacks an analysis about how the data behaves. We must 

rernark that due to the characteristics and focus of this research sorne of their results rnay be 

seen in places like the CVE [10] and blogs instead of an acadernic journal. 
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2.1.1 Script Hardening and Dynamic Code Analysis 

The first aspect to securing browsers we are going to analyze is that of securing the execution of 

scripts. As we know, the behavior of thc web browsers is outlined by a set of sevcral standarcls 

(e.g HTtvIL [11], HTTP [12], CSS [13], .JavaScript [14], URI [15], etcetera) sorne of which are 

presentcd as RFCs, while others are just specifications given by a working group. In [16, 17] 

the authors describe how .JavaScript ancl other features of the browsers can be often used to 

compromise the security of the users; The authors outline that sorne of the approaches taken 

by the people researching this area are often not enough since they make accessing web pages a 

little bothersome ( e.g. by being off-line, increasing load times or breaking existing benign web 

applications). 

The approach in [16] is one in which Heiderich et al. take into account the characteristics of 

JavaScript and use them to develop a tool, written in .JavaScript itself. The proposed tool, 

lceShield, is one that freezes the .JavaScript prototypes (classes), then <loes a dynamic code 

analysis, after doing so the tool, based on heuristics, decides whether the site ( or sorne elements 

of it) may be malicious or not. Finally, the tool modifies the elements in the web page to prevent 

the attack from being executed. 

In other words, Iceshield can be used to prevent malicious websites from performing attacks. 

According to the data presented on the paper it has very few false positives and false negatives. 

Also, one of the most noteworthy characteristics of the tool is that it should be compatible across 

browsers (given that said browsers implement the ECMAScript specification) and computer 

architectures since it is written in JavaScript. 

Another approach that tries to <leal with the same problem is FlowFox, a browser implemen

tation presented in [17] where De Groef et al. describe how they use secure multi-execution 

( i. e. executing the program once for each of the defined security labels, each of which possess 

specific rules for input and output) in order to avoid data being leaked from one security level to 

another. In other words, FlowFox tries to control the information flow within the browsers and 

scripts while still being compatible ( i. e. not changing or removing functionality) with existing 

web applications. However, these kind of approaches are criticized by [16] since they tend to 

usually incur in large overheads, break functionality, or be constrained to small subsets of the 

.JavaScript spccification. 

As we can see both of these approaches have advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage 

is that they successfully avoid a lot of the possible attacks to web applications and browser based 

protocols that depend on the browser being vulnerable while the main disadvantage is that the 

approaches do not take into account what happens inside the servers and how the data received 

by them may be used with malicious ends. There are other disadvantages to these methods, 

in the case of the approach by Heiderich et al. said disadvantages include the existence of false 
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positives and that the approach may end up breaking sorne web pages while in the approach by 

De Groef et al. the disadvantages include the large overhead caused by tagging the information 

and running the scripts multiple times each time a web page is loadecl. 

2.1.2 Formal Specification of Browser Behavior 

In [8] Bohannon et al. argue that browsers are complex since they are in charge of interpreting 

inputs, presenting results, executing cryptographic algorithms ancl protocols, keeping track of 

data, among other things. The authors also explain that there are severa! aspects that can be 

secured in web browsers that go from their implementation to the use of policies that restrict the 

behavior of the web pages being presented and pose that in orcler to unclerstand and fully analyze 

all of the clifferent security policies that work in the browser ,ve neecl a formal specification of 

said policies and a formal model of a web browser. 

Due to the needs and constraints presented in the paper, the authors also note that using a 

browser implementation ( e.g. Firefox or Chrome) as the model is not a feasible option due to 

the complexity and since implementations are buggy, difficult to moclify, and already contains 

an specific version of the policies that restrict behaviors in web pages. With that said, the 

authors present a model written in OCaml that <loes not try to fully emulate a browser. The 

aim of the presented model is to formalize the core functionality of web browsers ( i. e. models 

the asynchronous nature of web browsers and covers the basic aspects of windows, DOM trees, 

cookies, HTTP requests and responses, user input, and a minimal scripting language with first

class functions, dynamic evaluation, and AJAX requests) and thus the model allows for the 

analysis of the interaction of scripts with the data and the browser itself. 

While the model presented in [8] takes into account that the browser interacts with the network, 

it still incornplete as it leaves important things like dcfining and testing the different sccurity 

policies that may be implemented by browsers as future work. The model also leaves aside how 

the information that goes through the browser may be used by an attacker and just focuses on 

how an attacker might use the scripts to interact with the data within the browser itself thus 

having the same weakness as the works previously discussed ( i. e. it does not take into account 

how the data may be used by another party once it leaves the browser). 

2.1.3 Security Assessment of Browser lmplementations 

Finally, to conduele our discussion on how browsers have been securecl, we will discuss the 

approach taken by the authors of [9]. This approach is quite different from the previous ones 

since the authors try to assess the security of different browser implementations. The research 

in [9] bases its analysis on the premise that all applications contain bugs and thus the security 
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depends on the amount and quality of the different anti-exploitation mec:hanisms implementecl 

by the different vendors. 

In this <locument the authors claim that the anti-exploita.tion mecha.nisms are the most impor

ta.nt metric for browser security beca.use these mechanisms can hinder the success of the attacks 

by making necessary the use of a string of vulnerabilities in order to compromise the browser. 

The analysis of the different behaviors is done by using seYeral tools all(l web pages dcsigned 

specifically to find how the different architectures execnted code ami accessed information. The 

results from these experiments is a comparison and a ranking of the browsers according to the 

perceived level of security they provide. 

As we can see research done· in this aspect of web application security can be widely different from 

one another; however, the research shares the goal of securing the interaction of the users with 

the browser and the browser themselves. While the research in browser behavior is important 

it overlooks how information may be used by an attacker in the network even if the information 

a.nd messages it can access are encrypted. 

2.2 Verification of Browser-based Protocols 

We will start our discussion by exploring the a.rea of security protocol verification, to do so we 

will use the survey by Monroy et al. [1] where the authors state tha.t there are two analogous 

approaches: the computational complexity approach and the formal methods approach. The 

former approach tries to find flaws in the cryptography of a protocol while the latter one as

sumes perfect cryptography. Obviously these two approaches encompass a variety of techniques, 

each of which has trade-offs. The survey reviews three approaches to formal security protocol 

verification. The first is based on belief logics, the second is based on state exploration and the 

third is based on theorem proving. The authors a.lso state that the interest in security protocol 

verification comes from the fact that security protocols tend to be faulty and their flaws may 

go unnoticed to the creators for years giving a false sense of security, thus we have the need to 

crea.te rigorous verification tools to assure that the information is safe. 

2.2.1 Belief Logics 

The belief logic approach was the first attcmpt to automatc thc vcrification of sccurity protocols. 

One of the most notable belief logics is BAN-logic which allows for short, abstract proofs to be 

made but is una.ble to identify sorne protocol flaws, like the ones in the original version of the 

Needham-Schroeder key exchange protocol; however, when the proof fails there is no obvious 

way to crea.te a counter example. 
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BAN logic allows to check the trustworthiness of exchangecl information and whether said in

formation is securecl against ea.vesdropping. BAN needs the description of a protocol, ancl uses 

a set of axioms ami a set of inference rules that allow to prove whether the participants beliefs 

about the protocols are correct or not ancl thus lea.el to proofs of attacks being possible. How

ever, even if BAN logic finds tlrnt the beliefs hold it <loes not mean that no attacks are possible 

and thus some attacks may go unnoticed if not tested further. 

2.2.2 State Exploration Techniques 

The state exploration approach tries to explore as many execution paths of a protocolas possible, 

checking at each state if some conditions hold. The scarch spacc for protocol verific:ation can 

be infinite beca.use of the number of participants and the role each oue takes in a particular run 

of the protocol; however, some of the state exploration tools, like OFMC [3], do not search in 

the whole space beca.use of previous theoretical results and symbolic execution techniques. 

2.2.2.1 Model Checking 

There are severa! approaches to model checking but they all try to solve the problem of test

ing automatically whether a description (model) of a protocol complies with a given set of 

characteristics. One example of this a.pproach is the one used by Lowe in which a protocol is 

modeled using CSP and then checked with FDR, another good example of this approach is that 

of AVISPA [2] with its many model checkers like OFMC [3]. 

CSP stands for Communicating Sequential Processes, it is a process algebra among many others 

like the Calculus of communicating Systems (CCS) proposed by Robín Milner in the 1980s, and 

the rr-calculus proposed by Milner, Joachim Parrow and David Walker in 1990s. CSP was 

proposed by Charles Hoare in a 1978 paper. La.ter on Hoare also published [18], a book, in 

which he describes how to use CSP and gives mathematical proofs of its characteristics. 

These approaches are useful beca.use there are severa! tools that have been developed to auto

mate the model checking; however, the difficulty líes in c:reating a good model of the protocol 

or system to be tested and when creating this kind of model we are required to assume that the 

system is programmed correctly and that different runs will not interact. 

2.2.2.2 lnformation Flow Analysis 

Information flow analysis is an approach where the main objective is to find if there is any way in 

which the information can be tainted or declassified when following its path through the system. 

In our case it would be akin to analyzing how the data travels from the user through the browser 
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and the channel to finally reach the servers and back. The information flow analysis approach 

is usually done in different ways, there is one that uses dynamic: or static code analysis of the 

prot.ocol or applica.tion that. wants to be vcrificcL and anothcr that docs this analysis bascd on 

a model of the system being analyzed. There are severa! examples of using these methods not 

only in the asea of security protocol verification but also on the area of application verification. 

the main inconveniences of this approach are related to the large overhead when doing clynamic 

cacle analysis, not being able to check for all the intcractions with static code analysis, ancl the 

difficulty in autornating the verification of complex moclels. 

2.2.2.3 Strand Spaces 

The strancl spaces methocl was clevelopecl initially by Herzog, Thayer and Guttman in [19] ancl 

it provides a way to represent simply and graphically the information flow of a protocol. This 

method allows us to represent severa! runs in parallel; however, one of its main disadvantages 

is that it cannot <leal with protocols that might change its behavior programmatically, that is, 

depending on the messages sent and received by the principals. 

2.2.3 Theorem Proving 

The theorem proving approach tries to produce a formal proof from the description of the 

protocol, a set of axioms and a set of inference rules. This approach lets us lets us reason about 

the rcsults of a finitc scquence of actions and works by using cithcr Highcr-Order Logic or First 

Order Logic (see [20] for an example). However, using Higher-Order logic requires interaction 

with the theorem proving framework, while the First Order logic approach is more automatic 

and viable for generating counter-examples. 

2.2.3.1 The Inductive Approach 

This approach was suggested by Lawrence Paulson [21] and combines characteristics from state 

exploration and belief logics methods for protocol verification. The approach uses Higher-Order 

Logic and thus to prove that a protocol is indeed correct we must use the inductive method 

to prove it. The proofs for this method are usually performed with aid from the interactive 

theorem prover Isabelle. 

One of the main aclvantages of this approach is that, since it is based on Higher-Order Logic, 

it allows us to express things clearly a.nd concisely; however, one of the main disadva.ntages is 

tha.t it requires user interaction to guide proof search. 
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2.2.3.2 First Order Logic (FOL) 

There are many methods for protocol verification that use FOL. These methods usually require 

the protocols to be represented in a predicate language so that a tool like a theorem provcr cnn 

be used to find if the protocol is corred. These methocls have the same aclvantages that the 

lnductive approach albeit with limited expressive power and their main clisadvantages are that 

they are not guaranteed to tcrminate and that they usually cannot offer examples of the attacks 

that make the protocols insecure ( i. e. a counter example). 

Now that we have finished our discussion about the research on browscr behavior analysis we will 

c:onti1111c by cxplori11g thc work rclatcd to thc vcrific:atio11 of protocols. As wc havc said browscr 

based protocol verification is the other approach to secure our information. This problcm has 

bccn studied before in numerous papers like [5-7, 22-26]: however, we fincl the work in thc arca 

can still be improved in several ways. In other words, we take the research in this area as our 

starting point, and as such, we will continue by giving a detailed account of the work in the 

area. 

2.2.4 Protocol Verification Using Browser Models 

We have stated previously that our work uses a model of the participants in web protocols in 

order to verify their properties, as such we will start our discussion on browser based protocol 

verification by discussing the work that is most related to ours ( i. e. research that uses browser 

models in order to verify protocols). 

2.2.4.1 A simple browser model 

The first approach we will discuss is that of GroB et al. [5, 22] where the authors' goal is to verify 

the security of browser based protocols by using a browser model. In [5] the authors discuss 

security protocols and how the browser behaves in a different way than most security protocol 

principals; that means that since the browser <loes not know about the protocol that is being 

executed, the browser cannot be assumed to do something to assure that the data is secure. 

Then the authors give a detailed account of how the browser model was created, the model's 

shortcomings, its main components and how the components are related to finally show why a 

user authentication protocol is secure given that every part of the model behaves the way they 

say it should. 

In Figure 2.1 we can see the model proposed by [5]. This modcl is basically a fiow diagram whcrc 

each one of the boxes represents a process containing input and output ports for communications. 

Each process is then modeled as an automaton (see an example automaton in Figure 2.2). 
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Protocol 
Interface 

u B 5. 
1 

secchan 
FIGUllE 2.1: Mo<lel used in [5] 

ChannelChange Auth Request 

FlGUllE 2.2: Autornaton representing the rnodel of the user, frorn [5] 
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In the model (Figure 2.1) the process U represents a user, B represents a browser, Secchan 

represents a channel and S1 ... S¡ represent the servers. As we can see the process of the attacker 

is nonexistent and even if we consider the attacker to be the channel the paper does not provide 

an automaton describing it. This lack of an attacker means that we cannot fully reproduce the 

way in which the proccss of the channel works and if the attacker capabilities they mention are 

enough or even equivalcnt to those of the attacker in the Dolev-Yao model. 

The model is good since it allows us to see graphically how the different processes interact with 

each other: however, due to the lack of a more formal definition of how each of thc processes 

work and t.hc partial dcscription allowcd by thc autornata it is difficnlt to vcrify thc propcrtics of 

the protocol using model checkers. Further, only a few process algebra tools allow for message 

passing and said tools ca.nnot trim clown the search spa.ce that emerges in the context of security 

protocol verification due to the previously mentioned charncteristics of the model. 

With the discussion on [5] concluded, we will now proceed to briefly discuss [22]. The goal of 

this second paper by Groi3 et al. is to show that the WS-federation protocol specification is 

secure. In this second paper the authors reuse most of the components from the model in [5]. 

In both papers the authors resort to prove that given an ideal user behavior the information 

flow from the user to the server does not allow for the attacker to obtain a users credentials 

instead of proving that the properties of the protocols being modeled ensure the security of the 

data, due to the previously mentioned shortcomings of the formalization. The main difference 

in [22] is that the new model distinguishes between different kinds of servers that communicate 

through the user's browser which are referred as identity suppliers and consumers. 

As we can see, these browser models focus on how the information flows from the browser to 

the sever and vice-versa while they leave aside most of the information stored by the browser 

and how the browser's behavior may change when interacting with itself via scripts, frames, 

etcetera. Although the models presented are successful in analyzing the information flow we 

find they are not able to find sorne other attacks that rely on the browser's behavior ( e.g. those 

that rely on cookies) which might not be evident because of their shortcomings and leve! of 

detail. 

2.2.4.2 A browser model based on standards 

In contrast to the work by Groi3 et al., Fett et al. present other model in [6]. The model 

created by Fett et al. has the same goal as the previous model but it can be seen as being 

at the other end of exhaustiveness concerning the amount of characteristics of the web being 

included. The model proposed by Fett et al. takes into account DNS, browsers, servers, as well 

as different kinds of messages and the attacker. The browser model includes things like cookies, 

local storage, scripts, policies, frames, and inter-frame communication. The main goal of this 
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work is to be a comprehensive model of the web; however, they note thb completeness has 

its drawbacks due to the complexity and in turn how difficult it would be to create a tool for 

autornatic analysis of protocols and applications. 

The authors pose that an accurate formal model of the web is very valuable not only bccause 

it allows to precisely state security propcrtics and perform formal analysis, but also bccause 

condenses important aspects in several specifications that woulcl be otherwise spreacl across 

different documents (e.g. the HTML, DNS, HTTP, and JavaScript standards). Thc model 

proposed in [6] is tlrns a model intendcd to analyze the information flow of protocols and 

applications that takes inspiration frorn the Dolev-Yao communication model and as such it 

assmnes perfect cryptography and takes into account an attacker that is in complete control of 

the nctwork. 

Web browsers in this rnodel are assumed to be used by honest users but rnay be taken over by 

attackers. The user and its knowledge is modeled as being part of the browser. As such, the 

initial state of the browser contains ali of the user's secrets, and user actions are taken as a 

set of 11011-cletcrrninistic actio11s that thc browscr can cxccutc. Thc rnodcl abo considcrs a flat 

DNS system; however, since the DNS requests and responses are not authenticated its behavior 

may be subsumed by an attacker. Messages, correspond to either requests or responses and are 
-
composed as sequences of sequences that contain all of the information required for an specific 

action to take place in the system. Additionally, the browser contains information regarding 

open and active windows (also known as documents or web pages), cookies, information storage, 

known keys, domains with STS, known and pending DNS addresses, nances, pending requests, 

and whether it has been corrupted or not. 

While the DNS and browser models are assumed to be independent of specific web applications 

scripts and web servers are not. Scripts are used to represent both static and dynamic web 

pages. Each time a script action is executed the browser is to interpret its meaning and carry 

out an action (i.e. senda message). However, since servers depend heavily on the specific web 

applications being run and their behavior is much broader than that of scripts, the authors do 

not provide a fixed model andcinstead argue that it should be provided on a case by case basis. 

The method presented by the authors has been used in arder to verify BrowserID protocol 

and was able to find two attacks which were corroborated and fixed by Mozilla. The analysis 

was made by manually proving theorems about the security of the BrowserID protocol. The 

proofs provided were achieved by using the models; that is, carefully analyzing the interactions 

that arise from both the data dcfinitions and the algorithms that describe the behavior of the 

participants. 

While this model is more comprehensive and accurate than the previous model we discussed. 

This model, as the authors admit, is also not suitable for automation. Moreover, the authors 
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A4. SP, Response({AA} _,), uri 
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FIGURE 2.3: The SAML protocol as modeled by [7] using Google's specs 

highlight that, as in any rnodel, theirs has sorne lirnitations like not being able to reason about 

interactions of scripts, and the lack of a user interface rnodel in order to represent elernents 

overlapping or clickjacking attacks. These lirnitations lead us to conclude that while there are 

useful models for the verification of protocols we still need an approach that is both accurate 

to a degree and able to be automated. 

2.2.5 Protocol Verification Using Model Cherckers 

Now that we have seen the work done with browser rnodels we will continue by discussing 

approaches that define web protocols as being related to security protocols and thus use model 

checkers used to verify the latter objects in order to verify the former ones. In [7] Alessandro 

Armando and Roberto Carbone show us how model checkers can help us in the verification of 

browser ba.sed protocols; however, there are sorne shortcomings as with any other approach. 

This paper takes into account the work done in the area of browser based protocol verification 

by Tomas GroB [5, 22] among others. 

The approach taken by the authors of [7] is using SAT Model Checker (SATMC) to analyze a 

set of LTL formulas that rnodel the Google version of the SAML protocol, the intruder and the 

intended security. As we can see in Figure 2.3 this is the way in which the authors model the 

information flow of the SAML protocol according to the specs and in Figure 2.4 the authors 

model the information flow of the Google version of the SAML protocol. 

In Figures 2.3 and 2.4 we can see the intended information flow of the protocol. First the 

Consumer (User in the figures, corresponding to the user and its browser in the real world) 

sends a request to a Service Provider (SP in the figure). Then the Service Provider gives a 
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FIGURE 2.4: The SAI\IL protocol as modeled by [7] using specs 

response that requires the user to be authenticated by an Identity Provider (IdP in the figure). 

After that the Consumer sends its credentials to the Identity Provider and if the credentials are 

valid the Identity Provider responds with an authentication assert.ion that is sent first to the 

user and then to the Service Provider. Finally, the service provider, responds with the resource 

requested initially by the Consumer. The only difference between the two protocol versions is 

the contents of the A3 Messages. 

After modeling the protocol the authors of [7] use SATMC to check far vulnerabilities that 

can be used to attack the protocol. The information flow used in the vulnerability that was 

discovered can be seen in Figure 2.5, this vulnerability relies on the fact that the protocol <loes 

not say explicitly who the intended recipient is, so the authentication message can be reused 

by a dishonest service provider to impersonate sorne user. This attack is made possible by 

the fact that on Google's version of the protocol the Authentication Assertion (the part of the 

Identity Provider response that is signed) and the "Response" <lid not include which service was 

the int.cndcd rccipicnt. of t.hc rncssagc ami t.hus can be uscd scvcral times with difforcnt scrvicc 

providers. 

As we can see, the approach in [7] works really well; however, it <loes not take into account 

the way in which the web page was requested or how scripts, which may be running in the 

background, interact with the protocol among other things that may put the protocol in a 

vulnerable state. In other words, authors do not take into account the possibility of mixing 

content from various sources or things like external scripts doing something with the information 

contained by the web page being presented ( e.g. it <loes not take into account invisible content, 

animations that change the web page, sending and receiving extra data, etc.) and thus leaves 
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FIGUHE 2.5: Thc vulncrahility founcl in the Google version of thc SAivIL protocol 

aside sorne potential attacks that could modify the behavior of the protocol slightly to send 

sorne data to other parties like the attacker. 

lt is also noteworthy that this approach <loes not take into account attacks such as the ones 

presented in [27]. According to [27] it is possible for an XML message to pass validation and 

still be tampered or modified by an attacker. These attacks rely on the fact that usually the 

signature is validated by the ID of the elements while the actual logic of the applications rely 

on the position of the elements in the XML messages. 

As we can see, the approach presented in [7] has been successful in finding sorne attacks to 

browser based protocols. However, we found that sorne of its own features restrict its usefulness 

like not including enough characteristics of the browsers and the approach requiring, for each 

protocol to be analyzed, an specification represented as a set of LTL formulas. ,i\Te must note 

that representing protocol propertics as LTL formulas can be difficnlt since there might be 

ambiguity in the protocol's specification or other problems that where not taken into account 

when the properties were being transformed to these LTL formulas. 

2.2.6 Protocol Verification using Belief Logics and Mode] Checkers 

So far we have outlined approaches that use browser models and others that use LTL formulas 

to encocle protocols and model checkers in orcler to verify if the encoded specifications are 

correct. However, there is work that merges sorne of the approaches mentioned at the start of 

this section. One of the most notable works that make use of a mix of approaches is that of 

Kumar [28] where he extends sorne of the ideas behind his previous work [29]. 

In [29] the author argues that the analysis of browser based protocols poses new challenges like 

the inclusion of principals without identifying keys, a lack of global identities, the existence of 
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user interaction with the protocols, the characteristics of browsers that allow for them to be 

used as attack vectors, and the use of lower level protocol as primitives. lt is due to these 

challenges and things like belief logics not needing an explicit attacker that the author suggests 

that the use of BAN (an inference ha.sed approach) is better suited to analyze browser basccl 

protocols. 

The proposecl BAN extension consist of 6 11ew operators ancl 7 new inference rules. To illustratc 

the usefulness of his BAN extension, Kumar analyses and finds attacks to the SAML ldentity 

Linking Prot.ocol and the Oaut.h protocol. To cliscover these attacks the author first uses his 

cxtc11sion to I3AN logic in ordcr to fiwl what are thc main sccnrit.y propcrtics or bclicf of thc 

participants; then, when he fincls one which he c:onsiclers to be not strong enough he harclens 

said property and checks where its revision may fail. Finally, with this the revised security goal 

a.ne! his analysis of the protocol the author proposes an attack and a way in which it may be 

fixed. 

The attack found for the SAML iclentity Linking Protocol was one in which both the attacker 

an<l uscr havc vali<l account for thc scrvicc but thc at.t.acker irn,tca<l of finishing it.s aut.hcntication 

reuses the given token in a way that induces the victim into also login into the service thus linking 

both accounts. The attack found for the OAuth protocol is similar to the previous attack, it 

consists on the attacker beginning the protocol without finishing it and then inducing the victim 

to unknowingly finish its execution. The fix for both attacks consists on adding a cookie with 

information regarding the token provided by the identity providers, the attack is fixed in this 

way since the author considers the attacker to be unable to tamper with the information inside 

cookies. As we can see, Kumar's extension to BAN logic is useful. However, the analysis is 

done by hand at each and every step; further, it requires for the person doing the analysis to 

be highly familiar with the formalism, the security goals, attacks and the protocols themselves. 

Kumar tells us in [28] that there are several shortcomings in the area (see[30]) like soundness 

issues, and the error prone work of idealization as well as the lack of work in making belief logics 

and model checkers able to <leal with the especial characteristics of browser based protocols. It 

is due to these and other shortcomings that the author continues his research in the area. In 

this subsequent work Kumar proposes an hybrid approach that uses an extension to BAN logic 

in arder to create simpler models to be used by Alloy. 

The extension used in [28] is similar to that of [29]; however, there is a difference in the inference 

rules used by the two approaches. The Alloy framework proposed by the author contains the 

formalization of several constructs and principals like those of users, servers, cookies, keys, 

and messages; these formalizations also encode several rules that model the behavior of the 

principals as well as several constraints and assertions that should hold through the analysis of 

the protocols. 
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K umar propases the use of the logic in arder to find the goals and to simplify the moclels to be 

encodcd in Alloy by extending the proposed formalizations; however, he does not state clearly 

how this simplification or cnc:oding shoHld work aud jHst statcs that thc sirnplific:ation reduces 

in about 60% the complexity of the models and thus the Alloy analysis is faster. In order to test 

bis ncw approach Kumar analyses the same SAML identity linking protocol as in his prcvious 

work and finds the same attack. 

2.3 Conclusions 

As we can see in this brief account of the research done in order to secure both browsers and 

web protocols, the work is differs widely and most of the time too focuscd on certain aspects 

due to the complexity of the web. Due to the characteristics and shortcomings of the research 

in the area as well as the importance of the web in our everyday lives; We pose that there is a 

need for a method for the verification of web protocols that is amenable to automation while 

being able to represent the different behaviors of the web. 

The main problem we found with using the current state exploration approaches was that 

they lacked the expressiveness we wanted and needed; this, in order to express the behavior of 

browsers and servers and how their behavior depends on the contents of the messages themselves 

and not on either the type or arder of the messages. On the other hand the use of logics; be it 

either belief logics, first arder logic, or higher arder logic; demanded that users of the method 

should be experts, and completely familiar with both the problem and the logics. Requiring 

such familiarity is problematic if we want to take the formal verification from an afterthought 

to a reality when designing new protocols and applications. 

Now that we have made clear our starting point, the relevance of our work in this area, and why 

we need expressiveness and compromise in the amount of characteristics included in order to 

get the verification of protocols from an afterthought to a reality when designing, understanding 

and analyzing web protocols. We will proceed by providing a general overview of our method 

as well as by defining its most important characteristics. 



Chapter 3 

Attacks on Web Applications 

In order to analyze and verify security properties of protocols we need to be able to represent and 

automate the analysis of attacks. There are a great number of attacks to which protocols may 

be vulnerable. As such, the main objective of this chapter is to explore the difficulties that lie in 

representing the attacks we want to be able to analyze, and what is needed by an automated tool 

in order to be able to analyze them. We will focus on Cross Site Scripting, Cross Site Request 

Forgery and attacks based on cookies, since we consider these attacks to be the most widespread. 

We will discuss the attacks' information flow, and explore the clifferent characteristics the attacks 

rely on. We conclude the discussion by summarizing the characteristics required in order for 

the attacks to be successful and thus required by an automated tool in order to represent them. 

To depict the infonnation flow of an attack we will use diagrams to exemplify the expected 

behaviors. The diagrams follow the usual conventions. An arrow denotes the submission, by 

the participant at the start of the line, and reception, by the participant the arrow points to, 

of a message. Messages are specified above each arrow. Messages hidden from the end user are 

denoted by dashed lines. Messages specify their sender and the intended recipient as well as 

their contents. In the information flow diagrams we shall use B to denote the browser, A to 

denote the attacker and S to denote a server. 

3.1 Cross Site Scripting (XSS) 

Cross Site Scripting, commonly known as XSS, is an attack in which a malicious script is 

injected into a web page that is in control of an honest server. This attack is used to either 

make transactions in the name of a victim user, steal user data or both. The attack is carried 

out in a way that resembles the diagram in Figure 3.1 where "fake instructions" correspond to 

the malicious script, "data" corresponds to the normal information in the protocol ancl "fake 

21 
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FIGURE 3.1: xss attack 

data" to information injected along with the script that is used to perform actions that should 

not happen. 

In the diagram, an attacker has a session with an honest server, and uses a vulnerability or a 

characteristic in the server to inject scripts in a web page. Once a malicious script has been 

injected into a web page, the attacker has indirect access to all of the information the browser 

has access to in said web page. 

For a XSS attack to take place we need at least two sessions, one with a normal protocol 

execution and the other which runs a protocol that has been modified by the attacker. The first 

session we need is one between the attacker and the server (denoted in Figure 3.1 as 1). In this 

session the attacker behaves like a browser would but sends malicious information along with 

correct information to corrupt the server and protocol. A second session now occurs between 

the browser and the server (marked in Figure 3.1 as 2). In this part the original protocol and 

server have been corrupted by the attacker (strictly speaking, the attacker is using the first 

session in order to modify the protocol to be executed in the second), as such the attacker may 

modify the information flow. When the server is corrupted in this way the attacker has no 

direct access to the stored information in the server. The goal for the second part is reached 

when the attacker gets information that belongs to the user or honest server, information that 

he should not receive ( e.g. a cookie containing a session identifier), or when he performs actions 

in the name of the user (e.g. a money withdrawal from the user's account). 
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A tool able to analyze the behavior arising from a XSS attack needs to model partial server 

corruption as well as scripts, and an attacker able to generate arbitrary scripts and information. 

These characteristics are missing from most of the previously mentioned approaches and thus 

are not able to deal with the attack. 

3.2 Cross Site Request Forgery ( CSRF) 

Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF) is an attack where the user accesses an attacker controlled 

web page, and in which the attacker tries to take advantage of the user's interactions and of the 

information inside the browser. The attack consists on trying to make requests in name of the 

user; however, the attacker is neither able to know if the user already has an active session with 

the honest service nor is the attacker able to access or retrieve the information the browser has 

about said honest service. The information flow of a CSRF attack is depicted in Figure 3.2, it 

takes place specifically in the dashed lines that correspond to actions the user cannot see. The 

main difference with XSS is that in CSRF one server is fully controlled by the attacker while the 

server and service to be attacked is never compromised and thus the attacker cannot directly 

access any of the information held by the browser or the server. 

CSRF attacks rely on the ability of an attacker to include invisible components and extra 

instructions on web pages. For this attack to work we need two sessions; one between the 

browser and an honest server (denoted as 1 on Figure 3.2); and one between the browser and 

a compromised server (i.e. the attacker). The session between the attacker and the browser 
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should happen after the browser already has a session with the honest server, and is used in a 

way in which the attacker can send any information by nsing the browser as a way to reflect 

the messages (labeled as 2 on Figure 3.2). The attack is carried out in the part marked with a 

3 on Figure 3.2 and is deemed successful when the attacker notices changes in the data he has 

access to on the honest server ( not seen on the figure). 

A tool able to analyzc the behavior arising from a CSRF attack needs to moclel a brnwser 

able to present partial information to users and servers, a user with an incomplete knowledge 

of both what is currently being presented and of the communication happening, servers fully 

controlled by the attacker as well as scripts, and an attacker able to generate arbitrary scripts 

ancl information. These characteristics are missing from most of the previously mentioued 

approaches and thus are not able to <leal with the attack. 

3.3 Cookie Attacks 

Cookies are the usual way in which servers store information in browsers and are tremendously 

useful since users may access services via a multitude of browsers, IP addresses and devices, thus 

the servers require to store session identifiers and information in each of the browsers to be able 

to keep a consistent state. However, there is a majar drawback to storing information in cookies. 

That is, an attacker may tamper with the data inside them. This tampering affects protocols 

and session management since servers may store session identifiers inside of cookies which may 

lead to some insecure states. Some of these insecure states consist in a user impersonating 

another user or even an attacker, while other of these insecure states can be identified by a 

browser that sends unintended information a.cross user sessions. Examples of the information 

flow of attacks based of cookies can be seen in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 where "sessionn" indica.tes a 

cookie to be set in the browser. 

The attacks in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are achieved when an attacker succeeds in making a user 

impersonate him fully ar partially. The difference between the two attacks lies in that in the 

first one the attacker modifies part of an honest web page so that the user <loes not suspect 

anything. This is possible due to the fact that pages are not monolithic and get information, 

frames, media and instructions from several locations. Both of these attacks rely on two things, 

the attacker having a way to retrieve information from honest servers ( e.g. by having a va.lid 

account with the service) and the attacker being able to inject information ( e.g. cookies) to a 

browser without user interaction. 

For the attack in Figure 3.3 to succeed three full sessions are required. \Ve need one session 

between the browser and the honest server (marked as 1 on the figure); one session between 

the attacker and the honest server (labeled as 2 in the figure); finally one session between 
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the attacker and the browser, in this session the attacker overwrites and adds cookies to the 

information in the browser ( denoted by 3 in the figure). After the third session takes place the 

uscr uccds to iutcrad, agaiu with thc honcst scrvcr, or in othcr words, coutinuc thc first. scssiou 

(marked as 4 in the figure): however, the session being continuecl has been moclified by the 

attacker and in doing so, the inforrnation sent by the browser partially corresponcls to both the 

attacker session with the honest server a.nd the browser session with the honest server. Finally, 

if the a.tta.ck was successful the a.tta.cker may retrieve a.11 of the informa.tion stolen from the user 

(labeled as 5 in the figure). 

Far the a.tta.ck in Figure 3.4 to suc:cccd WC) also uccd thrcc scssions. Thc first. 01w bctwccn t.he 

attac:ker ancl a.n honest server (markecl as 1 in the figure): the seconcl one happens between 

the browser and the attacker, in this wa.y the attacker is able to insert cookies to the browser 

(labeled as 2 in the figure); finally a third session that the server misinterprets as a c:ontinuation 

of the first session with the attacker but instead of the attacker it ha.ppens between the browser 

and the honest server ( denoted by 3 in the figure). 

Thc first cookic attack mcutioucd works by causing thc scrvc)r to iutcrprct thc att.a.ckcr rno<lificd 

session in a.n inconsistent wa.y, thus storing data. sent by the browser to a session to which the 

attacker has access to. The second coolde attack mentioned works by first creating a information 

the server is willing to accept in the atta.cker-server session, injecting this information to the 

browser using the browser-attacker session, and thus starting and collecting data on a what 

should be a new or empty browser-server session. 

A tool able to analyze the behavior arising from the cookie attacks needs to model cookies, a 

browser able to handle cookies, and an attacker able to have its own sessions and able to generate 

arbitrary scripts and information. Characteristics are missing from most of the previously 

mentioned approaches and thus are not able to <leal with the attack. 

3.4 Conclusions 

As wc said in thc introduction, our automatcd tool au<l mcthod work by trying to find a 

counter example to a given security property. Specifically, our goal is to analyze properties 

relating to confidentiality and integrity while leaving aside concerns about availability. The 

main confidentiality concept we want to assert is secrecy ( i. e. that sorne information will never 

be known to an attacker even if it compromises one or more servers excluding those that are the 

intended recipients of the secrets). The integrity properties we want to assert are related to an 

attacker not being able to use either injected information or information any of the participants 

possess in arder to modify the state of one or more honest servers against the will of a user. 
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With that said, we will now summarize what our method requires to model in order to be 

able to represent the presented attacks. Due to the possible behaviors presented, the method 

rcr¡1lircs thc cxistcnce of four diffcrcut kiuds of participant namdy a 11scr, a browser, an attackcr 

and one or more servers. \Ve moclel the user and browser as two different entities in orcler to 

be able to differentiate their actions ami to keep separated their knowleclge about what is 

happening during the application or protocol execution. To represent the actions of the uscr 

we neecl her to interact with the browser; however, the browser must present just parts of all 

the information it possesses in order to be able to send hidden messages. As such, our method 

requires the existence of hidden elements and a display. Since the browser needs to send and 

receive severa! messages for each web page loaded, the method needs a model of scripts and web 

pages that require resources from severa! servers. Since the servers and browsers need to keep 

track of sessions and other data the methocl also needs a way store said information. Finally the 

attacker must be able to control the network, and act as a browser or a server when required; 

thus the attacker must be able to corrupt servers and have all the capabilities of the Dolev-Yao 

attacker. 



Chapter 4 

Method Overview 

As expected, the verification of security in browser based protocols requires a formalization of 

the protocol or application to be studied, a property of interest to be proven about the protocol, 

and a set of rules that allow to compase such proof. Due to the nature of our approach, an 

state exploration technique in charge of finding a counter example to a security goal, these three 

components are interwoven and divided in two parts. The first part is composed of the models 

and behaviors of four parametric participants; that is, it contains the rules under which our 

proof will be composed. The second part consists on the specification of a protocol, participant 

knowledge and a security goal. Both parts are to be used by our method in the following way: 

The given specification is used in arder to instantiate the parametric components and thus follow 

thc rules in or<ler to fin<l a counter cxample to the givcn goal if thcrc is any. 

In order to explain how our method works, in Section 4.1, we will start to explore the general 

characteristics of our propasa!, After doing so we will discuss, in Section 4.2, the system in 

which protocols will be verified. Then, in Section 4.3, we will define the types of rules used by 

the participants in order to change their interna! state. After that, in Section 4.4, we will define 

what a protocol is and give an overview of how protocols are analyzed in the system. Finally, 

in Section 4.5, wc will provi<le a dcfinition for the sccurity propcrtics, that is, wc will conclu<lc 

by providing the relation that exists between a protocol anda security property thus explaining 

what we mean by a security guarantee. 

4.1 General Description of Our Method 

As we have discussed in Chapter 2 there are different approaches for the verification of browser

based protocols. Further, in Chapter 3, we have analyzed the characteristics needed by a method 

and a tool in arder to be able to represent different kinds of attacks. With this in mind, it can 

28 
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FIGURE 4.1: WebMC as pre::;ented in Chapters 5 ami 6 

be arguecl that we require a new way of approaching the problcm of browser basecl protocol 

verification. We propase a method that not only deals with hmv the information flows but that 

also deals with at least part of the behavior of a normal browser ( e.g. Multi-part pages, scripts, 

cookies, etcetera). Due to the limitations and lack of expressiveness of other approaches we 

decided to develop our own tool and method. Both, our tool and method, take ideas from the 

related work. Now that we have discussed the motivation and the previous work, we present our 

rnethod, a state transition systern that gcncratcs and analyzcs on tlw fty tlw intcractious among 

the different participants in browser based protocols, this in arder to find counter-examples 

to given security properties. Our method uses the model shown in Figure 4.1. Each of the 

components of our method, that is, the corresponding models and behaviors will be presented 

in detail in Chapters 5 and 6. 

Our method and tool consist of a user component that models the actions of a real world user 

with knowledge of the web and thus is not fooled by phishing attacks; a browser component 

which models a real world browser which consists of a display, is able to construct web pages from 

severa! request and responses, manages request and responses according to policies, executes 

simple scripts and is able to store information; a server component that models a parametric 

server to be instantiated by the different specifications and requirements of the protocols; and 

an attacker component that models attacker owned network. Each of these models can be 

extended or replaced to deal with other particularities of web communication; however, with 

the mentioned characteristics we are able to represent all of the previously presented attacks. 

Due to size and level of detail already contained in our models, and in arder to keep them 

from being too complex for automation and thus keep us from being able to implement a.n 

automated tool, we decided to leave outside the scope of the method sorne characteristics like 

the interaction of browsers with the operating and file systerns, frame navigation, inter-frarne 

communication, and complex scripts that modify the browser state. However, in Chapter 8 we 

discuss sorne possible additions to our model that would be useful in arder to automate more 

behaviors and in turn the attacks that depend on them. 
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We must note that since the network is modeled as being owned by the attacker we also decided 

to ignore the behavior dependent on DNS and unencrypted HTTP and instead take into account 

an encrypted channel. We decided to ignore unencrypted channels since they allow the attacker 

to carry out a permanent man in thc middle attack, thus prcventing us from proving even 

alivencss in the Lowe hierarchy of authentication [31]. With this said, wc pose that our tool 

is able to verify all of the levels of authentication posccl by Lowe given the properties can be 

expressed within the characteristics of our model and saicl properties are presented as a list of 

events in the systern as defined in Section 4.5. 

A system in our method is composed of severa.l participants or processes, its state is the union of 

the states of the participants it comprehends and its behavior is the result of the communication 

or interaction among them. lnteractions in the system have, then, as a result the change in state 

of two participants and thus of the system as a whole. In order to represent cach participant we 

use a model defined as a conditional sequence of discrete events the participant is a ble to perform 

(a set of state transition rules). Events in turn include messages with complex structures. 

Interaction in our system is the result of sharing events; that is, two components which have 

the same sort may carryout events just as in process algebras. Each participant and thus the 

system can then be seeh as a labeled state transition system in which events, and their contents, 

correspond to the labels used and to the information being exchanged. We take these events as 

being composed of ground terms; that is, events in the system possess no variable or symbolic 

content. If we take into account that events are grounded and different for each run we can 

then generate a trace describing the state transitions of the system, and in principle we can 

also generate all possible traces of said system. Finally, we must note that the communication 

within the system in restricted and only happens in the way that is depicted in Figure 4.1. 

As we can see our verification method is one heavily influenced by process algebras. While 

using already defined process algebras, like CSP, CSS and the 1r-calculus for the specification of 

our models and the verification of security properties, is one of the most compelling approaches 

to try we decided against their use because of the limitations of the languages and the tools 

available. We needed to express sorne capabilities, like abstract data types and branching 

execution, inherent to browser based protocols in a simple way. That is, a different approach 

was more sensible to express our needs such as modeling the state of participants as abstract 

data types, modeling message passing, and modeling in a simple way branching execution paths 

based on the contents of messages. 
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4.2 The System and its State 1n our Method 

So far we have talked about the general characteristics of the method, we are ready to explore 

it further by describing the way in which the participants behave: 

• User 

Gives an input to the browser in the farm of an URL, a click on the back button, a 

click on thc farward button, a click on a link or button presentecl by the web page or 

farm submission 

• Browser 

Receives User inputs ancl if enabled transfarms them in requests, otherwise it ignores 

the user input 

Sends requests to the Servers vía the Attacker 

Receives responses via the Attacker and processes them in case it is expecting them 

to farm a display far the user, otherwise the responses are ignored 

• Attacker 

Receives all requcsts from the Browser 

Receives all requests and responses from the Servers 

Analyzes all incoming messages 

May modify outgoing messages 

May create its own messages with its knowledge 

• Server 

Receives requests and responses via the Attacker 

Processes responses 

Sends zero or more requests and one response far each request it receives. 

Now that we ha.ve given a high leve! explanation of how the participants work we must define 

the system. A system is composed by a user, her browser, the attacker and a variety of servers. 

More farmally: 

Definition 1 (System). Let U denote a user process, B denote a browser process, A denote 

attacker, and 5 1 , ... , 5n denote the different server processes that participate in a protocol. The 

system g is: g ~ (U, B, A, 5 1 , ... , 5n). 
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We use an event-based model for capturing the interface and the behavior of each of the prin

cipals, as well as for the system of browser based protocols. As usual, events correspond to 

actions that cause a transition from one state to another. 

Definition 2 (State Event System). A state-event system is a 6-tuple, )E, In, Out, 8t, st0 , T( 

where E is a set of symbolic events, In s;;; E and Out s;;; E are the sets of input and output events, 

respectively, 8t is the set of symbol'ic states, sto E 8t is the in'itial state, ami T e 8t x E x 8t 

is the transition relation. We require In and Out to be disjoint and T to be a partial function 

from 8t x E ---+ 8t. 

We consider E, In, Out to be sets containing an infinite number of grouncl events. Carrying out 

an event is further constrainecl by the knowledge and information containe<l in the state of each 

participant. 

The global state of the system g is then composed by the individual states of the participants 

in a protocol, namely the states of the user, the browser, the attacker and the servers. We will 

use G to denote the set of all possible states g. 

Definition 3 (State of the System). Let U denote the state of the user, B denote the state of 

the browser, A denote the state of the attacker, and 8 1 , ... , 5n denote the states of different 

servers that participate in a protocol. The state of the system g is: g ';;! (U, B, A, 81, ... , 5n). 

With this said, we can model each component as a state event system, and their composition, 

another state event system, corresponds to the system uses by our method. The states of the 

user U, the browser B, the servers S and the attacker A consist of data important for their 

function and will be defined in the corresponding chapters. We must now remark a characteristic 

that differentiates browser based protocols from security protocols, the participants excluding 

the attacker may not change their roles in subsequent runs of a protocol. In other words: A 

user will always behave like a user; a browser since its a program executed in a computer will 

always behave like a browser and may not subsume the behaviors of either users, servers or 

the attacker; the server may not change its specification and may not under any circumstance 

behave like another participant; Finally, the attacker may behave like any participant as long 

as it has the required knowledge. 

4.3 Transition Rules and Interactions among Participants 

Since we are analyzing protocols, transitions cannot be seen as independent actions performed 

by a single participant in a protocol. An event in our method is the reception or sending of a 

message by a participant. Communication between participants is done by sharing the same 
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events; that is, for an input or output to occur there needs to be two participants willing to 

perform an event. 

The state transformations that occur are calculated by following transition rules associated to 

ea.ch of the participants. The transition rules that control the transformations ancl behavior of 

ea.ch principal will be given in the cha.pters corresponding to ca.ch of them ancl are expressed in 

either one of the following two ways: 

input.X conditions ---+ update_.f unctions X' 

X.output conditions ---+ update_.f unctions X' 

vVhere X denotes the present state of a Principal X, input and output rcpresent an event. Thc 

event appea.ring before the "." indica.tes that the principal is a.ble to receive said kind of input 

event while it appearing after the dot indicates tha.t the principal is a.ble to perform an output 

of said event. The preconditions for sending or receiving an event are stated by conditions, 

these conditions are predica.tes about the state of the principal ancl the event to be performed. 

We will use update_.functions to denote the transformations or postconditions of executing an 

event, these functions model and specify how the state of the Principal is transformed. X' 

represents the state of the Principal after performing and processing an event. That is the I 

denotes the next state, and we must note that we also use the ' as an homomorphism on the 

interna! structure of the principals. 

The first rule tells us that the state of principal X is a.ble to change its state to X' if it receives 

an input event e and the conditions are met. This mea.ns that if a principal receives an input 

and the conditions for it to be processed are not met the principal will simply ignore the message 

( which may lead to a lossy queue in sorne cases). The second rule tells us that a principal will 

perform an output event if the conditions for its output are met; further, the rules allow for the 

existence of states in which a principal is a.ble to perform severa! outputs one after the other. 

We must note that our system only allows for one event between any two states and that it 

<loes not include any interna! or non-shared events. 

The Interactions, and thus the state transitions for the parallel composition of all the elements 

of the system can be defined by the following: 

Definition 4 (Interaction). Let X and Y be two principals o.f the system and be contained in 

( G), e be an event principals are willing to per.form, and event be a function on a principal that 

returns a set of events said principal is able to per.form then: 

X -=t X' Y -=t Y' 

XIY -=t X'IY' 
X -=t X' 

e e (J. event(Y) 
XIY ---+ X'IY 
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The system is then in charge of taking all of the principal instances and advancing the execu

tion of a protocol. This is done by synchronizing the principals using complementary actions 

(i.e. sending-receiving a message with certain characteristics), then updating the state of the 

principals and the system by applying the corresponding rules, ancl finally by interleaving the 

synchronizations among the different principals. This means, that the system interleaves the 

execution of asynchronous atomic evcnts gcnerated by the principals in orcler to create exccution 

traces of protocols. In principle, the rules a.llow for the synchroniza.tion of more than two prin

cipals with a single action; however, the system only ta.kes into account onc user, one browser, 

one attacker, and several servers. vVhilc there ma.y be severa! servers, each of the messages 

states the intended destination, which means that a server will and must ignore a.11 events with 

messages not directed at it thus preventing multiway synchronization from occurring. However: 

explaining and defining the state and transitions of ea.ch componcnt is not enough since at any 

one time more than one event may enabled in the system. It is bccause of this that we model 

the choice of the transition to be carried out as an non-deterministic choice among all of the 

feasible transitions. 

As is common when dealing with parallel processes after two participants perform a synchro

nization the others can act independently without also synchronizing. However, we just ha.ve 

mentioned that principals may not change roles as such we must add the following restrictions on 

how events are shared among participants and thus which participants a.re able to communicate. 

Definition 5 (Restrictions on Participant Interactions). Let X and Y represent any two prin

cipals among the already mentioned and sort be a function that returns a set of events a given 

principal can perf orm then: 

sort(U) n sort(B) = sort(U) 

sort(B) n sort(A) = sort(A) 

sort(S1) n sort(A) = sort(S1) 

sort(U) nsort(X) = 0 whereX E {A,S1, ... ,Sn} 

sort(B) n sort( X) = 0 where X E { S1, ... , 5n} 

sort(X) nsort(Y) = 0 where X E {51, ... ,Sn} /\YE {U,B,51, ... ,Sn}/X 

Wherein an empty intersection denotes that communication cannot happen between the two 

principals. 

4.4 What Is a Protocol In Our Method 

Usually, when a participant (i.e. User, Browser, or Server) views a protocol execution he is 

limited to its local view of the protocol's intended behavior. Due to this limited view is that 
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we want to formalize not only how each of the participants in browser based protocols behave, 

but also how participants see the protocol being executed and how do they determine if the 

protocol was completed successfully or not. 

In order to define hmv the different states of both the principals and the system are related 

!et e denote an event, and [ represent a set containing all such possible events; An execution 

of a given state event system is represented by a trace T and T rcpresents a set containing all 

such execution traces. We define an execution trace T E T as a sequence of grounded events 

[eo,e¡, ... ,en] with ek E[, Vk E {O, ... ,n}. Traces are deemed to be left-complete, i.e. each 

lcft prchx of a trace is a trace. 

Definition 6 (Protocol). A protocol P is an interleaving of traces, each interleaving is denoted 

with a p 

These definitions are then naturally extended to the system and its global state g. The main dif

ference between a system trace T and a protocol trace p is that system traces are not constrained 

to the information and knowleclge defined by any one protocol. Whether a given trace belongs 

to a protocol clepends on the protocol specification; however, given a protocol specification our 

models are constrained .by it a thus unable to perform events that lie outside said specification 

(as will be seen in Chapters 5 and 6). In other words, We can say that a protocol is a set of all 

runs and each run is given by a p trace. 

We must also note that a state-event system is deterministic in the sense that for a any state g 

and a given event e, there is at most one successor state g. With this said, we can argue that 

the system behaves in CTL since different events may be enabled in a given state g and their 

occurrence results in different successor states. As such, the set P can also be visualized as a 

tree or a graph. 

4.5 Proving Protocol Security 1n Our Method 

In our method security is mapped to a safety property. A security goal is then expressed as 

a sequence of symbolic events, yielding an insecure state, that should never happen within a 

protocol trace p. For example, if we want to assure that a term guarantees authentication 

the goal would be represented as a sequence with one event representing a message where 

such term is being reused by a party. Thus, if we want to talk about security we must first 

define what it means for two event.s to be equivalent. In orcler to compare events we must 

first introduce an structure on their contents !et then an event e contain a message of form 

(origin, destination,payload) where origin ancl destination refer to principals and payload is 

the information exchanged. 
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Definition 7 (Value Equivalence). Let payload and payload' be the contents of a message, they 

are deemed to be equivalent iff there is a one to one mapping from payload to payload' that does 

not change. 

This notion is then naturally extended to events. 

Definition 8 (Event Equivalence). Let e, e' represent two events, they are sa:id to be equivalent 

written as e ;:::::: e' in symbols i.ff they contain the same infonnation (i.e. orig'in, destinat'ion, and 

payload) modulo nances and other fresh values. 

This notion of equivalence is in turn extended to take into account sequences of events. This 

extension is necessary to ensure consistency both within a list of events and between the list of 

events and a trace p. Correspondence is defined as follows. 

Definition 9 (Correspondence). Given a trace p = [e0 , ... , ek] and a sequence of events 

E' = [e~ ... e~], we say that corresponds(E',p) holds iff far each element of E' there exists 

an equivalent event in the trace p. That is, there is a list of events E" = [e{ ... e%_n_ 1] such 

that the sequence of everits p íleo, . .. , ek_ 1]) is equivalent to an interleaving of E' and E". 

We are now able to define what is an insecure state. 

Definition 10 (Insecure State). Given an event sequence E' = [e~, ... , e~] pertaining a security 

goal (i.e. violates a security property when executed}, a state 9k resulting from following a trace 

p = [ea, ... , em]. 9k is insecure with respect to E' iff E' corresponds top ande~ is equivalent to 

ej far any j < k. 

In order to continue with our exploration of what it means for a browser based protocol to be 

secure let insecure(g, p) be a predicate on whether a state g complies with the previous definition 

in a given trace p. Then proving that a protocol is secure is equivalent to proving the following 

lemma: 

Lemma l. A protocol P is secure iff it contains no insecure states in any trace p. In symbols: 

Vp E P ~g; insecure(g,p) 

Proof: We can safely assume that the protocol starts in a secure state, and we will consider 

that an insecure state is the result of an attack. Thus proving Lemma 1 is trivial, albeit time 

consuming, based on Definition 10. From Definition 10 we can see that an attack is denoted 

by an event allowed in a state belonging to a protocol trace, since a protocol contains ali traces 

including those with attacker actions proving or refuting Lemma 1 consists on finding an insccure 

state. D 
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4.6 Conclusions 

Now that we have explained how our method works, we will proceed to provide a detailed 

explanation of the characteristics as well as a model for the user, the browser, a model for a 

parametric server (i.e. it needs to be instantiated according toan specification) and that of the 

attacker. We will model in detail the parts, the state of each participant, the transition functions 

for each participant, define how the state-event systems are instantiated, and describe how the 

principals interact with one another in order to analyze protocols. We must note that, since 

the participants interact, the definitions are interdependent and sorne elements may be defined 

and introduced where they are needed to explain something rather than in the paragraphs that 

correspond to the participant said definition or element belongs to. 



Chapter 5 

U ser and Browser Models for the 

Verification of Web Protocols 

Browser based protocols are somewhat peculiar because the honest participants have a defined 

role (user, browser and server) that cannot be changed either during or after a run, and because 

users are able to stop protocol execution, run other protocols befare continuing with the original, 

and go back to previous steps of the protocol. This means that at all times, a user will only 

communicate with a browser; the browser will communicate with servers and the user; and a 

server may only communicate with either a browser or another server but not with a user. The 

attacker may behave as either a browser or a server depending on its goals. 

User models are usually abstracted away and considered to be part of the protocol endpoints. 

However, as [32] poses, users usually a person in the real world, are one of the most important 

protocol participants, since users are fallible, attackers are aware of this fallibility, users own 

the information we are trying to protect, and while they may be unknowledgeable they are the 

participants that decide whether a protocol is being run correctly or not. In the case of browser 

based protocols the assumption of users not being fallible is not as valid since their interactions 

shape the execution of protocols even when the users have no idea about the actual protocol 

being run or how a proper execution should behave. In other words, a user interacts with the 

web via the browser which means that there might be invisible elements, that she <loes not 

really know which data is stored by the browser or even when and what data is being sent to 

servers most of the time. As such, we need a separate entity from the other components that 

rnodcls a nscr aud her knowlcdgc, to rcprcscnt all thc diffcrcnt kiuds attacks, as wcll as rules 

governing user interactions, to represent how she guicles ami affects protocol exccution. 

Browsers, on the other hand, are the clients a user has in order to communicate with the externa! 

world and one of the most complex components of our method. In the real world, browsers, 

are in charge of interpreting the commands given by the user and the messages received from 
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servers as well as providing outputs for both the user and servers, ali of this while interacting 

with the operating and file systems in the host computer. Additionally, browsers need to keep 

track of information and past interactions. 

In this chapter we will cliscuss the first half of our system. We will begin our discussion by 

talking about the user in Section 5.1, and then we will procecd to talk about browsers in 

Scction 5.2. Our discussion on thc user starts in Section 5.1.1 where we will review the clifferent 

elemcnts with which a user interacts as well as provide a model for the knowledge or state of 

the user, then we will proceed to define the rules that moclel its behavior. Our discussion on 

the Browser begins in Section 5.2.1 where we give a detailed look at web pages, scripts, and by 

providing a moclel for the contents and the state of the hrowser; after cloing so we define the 

interna! state of the browser in Section 5.2.2; then, in Section 5.2.3, we discuss how the browser 

interacts with the servers, tha.t is, we discuss the contents of requests and responses; after that, 

in Section 5.2.4, we will explore how the different policies shape and affect the behavior of 

the browser; we conduele our discussion on the Browser in Section 5.2.5 where we provide and 

explain the rules that allow the browser to interact with the user and servers in our method. 

Fina.lly, we present our conclusions about the user and browser models in Section 5.3. 

5.1 The User Model in WebMC 

So far, we have discussed the method in general and have made clear the motivation behind our 

method having a user model. As such, we start discussion by giving a general overview of the 

user and its interna! state. 

5.1.1 The User Model 

Wc shall start our discussion by dcfining thc clemcnts which the uscr rnakcs use of to cornrnu

nicate with the servers through the browser. In order to make use of any kind of service on the 

web a user must interact with one or more servers, each of which is identified by an URL. We 

model an URL denoted by url as a tu ple of the form (server, path), where server and path are 

strings used to denote a web server and an specific function on the server respectively. Clearly 

this rcprcscntation of an URL is a sirnplification of thc URL scmantics as defincd by RFC 3986 

in [15]; however, while our URL definition will not be able to represent authentication via the 

URL itself or query strings it will be able to clifferentiate among IP addresses, ports, etcetera. 

We use [, to denote the set of all URLs. 

Far a user, the state of a protocol is given by the information she knows and sees. The state 

of a user, or User knowledge, corresponds to the information which the user has acquired from 
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the start of the protocol execution until the current time. Howcver, this knowleclge will not be 

updatecl ancl thus, its actions clepencl only on its initial knowledge and what is being presented 

to him by the browser. 

Definition 11. Let U denote the state of the u.ser and be defined as follows: 

,frf ( l ) U= KUrs,KData. (G. l) 

Where Kurls denotes a set of ·user known URLs and K Da.ta. denotes a set of associations that 

contains information known ( e.g. user names and password) abo11.t difjerent URLs. 

As we have said previously, a user makes use of a service ( i. e. indirectly interacts wi th servers) 

by intcracting with thc browser. So before going further we provide both an abstraction of the 

browser and a clefinition of the inputs that the user issues to participate in a protocol. 

5.1.1.1 A Browser From the User Perspective 

For the user the browser is a display, something akin to an image containing a snapshot of the 

state of the browser. The display contains all the visible things that the user may interact with 

which we call components. 

Components may use all the space they need in the display, and may even overlap one another; 

however, they may not interfere with any of the static elements of the display ( i. e. the address 

bar, the back and forward buttons) or cover completely another component. Let V ranged over 

by v0 , v1 , ... represent the set of all components, and Jet Vo, Vi, ... denote subsets of V. Then: 

Definition 12 (Display). A display d is a tuple (url, V) where url E U is the associated URL 

with d, and V is a set of components { vo, ... , vn} also far d. We shall use D to represent the 

set of all possible displays. 

5.1.1.2 User Commands 

The user interacts with the browser issuing commands, we follow standard web nomenclature 

and call these commands user inputs to denote these are inputs to be interpreted by the browser 

and the web page being presented. 

Definition 13 (User Input). A user input i is either a position pos, an identifier in the display 

d, that us11,ally corresponds to a click on a component ( e.g. a link ar button); an URL, url E C; 

a pair (txt, pos) involving some strings being input into a position, usually corresponding to a 

component being filled ( e.g. a form being filled and then receiving a click on the send button); 
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or edher one of the atoms _Back and _Forward which represent a click on the corresponding 

button in the browser. In symbols we wrde: 

i E {pos, url, (t:rt,pos), _Back, _Forward} 

We use I to denote the set that contains all possible user inputs, and let io, i1, ... range over I. 

We must note that all of the user inputs will be interpreted by the brnwser. 

Now that we have a few basic syrnbols ancl concepts defined we can go further an<l provicle a 

definition of the user statc, what the uscr takcs to be the statc of a protocol, and his belrnvior. 

5.1.1.3 State Transitions of the User 

As we know, g represcnts the state of the system at time _j and g' the state of the system at 

time _j + l. We will follow the same convention for the participants ancl their interna! structure. 

With this said, let urls be a function on the state of the user that returns a set of all the URLs 

known by the user, links a function on the display that returns a set of all components a user 

can interact with but require no extra information, forms a function on the display and the user 

that returns a set of all of the elements a user can interact with that require extra information 

know by the user, and back, forward be functions that return either an empty set ora singleton 

containing the corresponding value for the event depending on if the buttons are enabled or 

not on the display. We must note that we consider the update of the browser's display to be 

immediate and that the functions work over the last available display and as such the user will 

not have any input events. The rules that manage the transitions given by the user outputs is 

the following: 

U._Back E back(d) --+ U' 

U._Forward E forward(d) --+ U' 

U.url url E urls(U) --+ U' 

U.pos pos E links(d) --+ U' 

U.form form E forms(U, d)--+ U' 

Whcre the first and second rules tell us that a uscr is able to scnd a click on thc back or forward 

browser buttons as long as they are enabled in the display, and that after performing said event 

it continues to act as it <lid befare. The third rule tells us that the user is always able to input 

an URL to the browser as long as she knows the URL. The fourth and fifth rules tell us that 

the user is able to click on links and buttons or submit forms as long as they exist in the display 

and the user knows the data being asked. 
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As is evident the event to be perfonned corresponds to what is immecliately after the <lot on 

the left si<le of the rule, ancl the conditions should hold otherwise the event cannot take place. 

U' is the same state as U since the knowledge and state of the user is not upclated. As we can 

infer from the rules, the user poses an infinite transition system since there shoulcl always be 

at least one event it can perform. This in turn leads us to sorne properties of the user: a user 

may restart a protocol execution at any time, a user may start a new protocol at any time and 

a user may continue a partial execution of a protocol at any time. 

With this said, the user state event system U be defined as 

Definition 14. let In = 0, Out = {pos, url, (t.Tt,pos), _Back, _Forward}, E = In U Out, 

I<Urls #- 0, I< Data #- 0, Uo = (I<Urls, I< Data), Ss be a singleton with Uo as 'its only 

element, and T be equal to the previously mentioned transdion rules then: 

U= (E, In, Out, Ss, Uo, T) (5.2) 

The users in our model are probably the simplest of the participants; however, this model is 

the one that allows us to expand and continue our search for attacks beyon<l one simple session. 

The user is the participant that makes the system to be an infinite state transition system since 

it is the only one of the honest participants that <loes not depend on há~ing an input to perform 

an event. We will now proceed to talk about the browser in our method. 

5.2 The Browser in WebMC 

We will now proceed to discuss the browser. As we know, browsers communicate with servers 

through messages. Server messages are usually presented to users in the form of web pages; 

however, in the browser they may take the form of HTML, scripts, plain text, binary data or 

a combination of thereof. When presenting web pages to the user the browser, in following 

the instructions posed in the messages it receives, may hiele either elements, interactions, or 

both contained within these web pages from a user. The capability of hiding elements and 

interactions lead to an user that may end up interacting with something she <lid not intend or 

foresee to interact with; further, since the browser <loes not possess the protocol specification it 

is unable to determine the protocol or application is being executed at the server or whether if 

the protocol is being carried out according to its specification. 

Browser interactions follow certain rules or policies regarding when ancl how information can be 

sent, received, updated and accessed. These policies were created by browser developers and the 

committees in charge of the web standards in order to protect users and secure applications. In 

following these policies, browsers may modify the behavior of protocols and applications by not 
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allowing a message to be sent or read by the web page that originated said message. In other 

words, the browser may restrict the execution of a protocol or application in case one or more 

of its policies are broken; which in turn means that browsers have Turing-complete interpreters 

with, few if any, restrictions (posed by policies like the Content Security Policy and Same Origin 

Policy) on making asynchronous requests. 

Befare going further we remark wlrnt wc have saicl previously. Servers will be iclentified by an 

URL, and by design we only consicler one display, one user ancl one browser. 

5.2.1 Information Contained Inside The Browser 

\Vhe11 we think of the web and web browsers we are immecliately remindecl of web pages. As 

such, the state of a browser involves information it has alreacly received from servers, namely: 

a set of web pages, the current web page being presented to the user vía the display, and sorne 

other pieces of information to be discussed later on in the text. We will start by defining a web 

page. 

Wc dcfi11c web pagcs as containing :{ things: an URL, a list of instructions, a11d browscr compo

nents. The URL denotes the origin of the web page. The list of instructions represent scripts, 

links, and forms to be executed, clicked or submitted respectively. The components represent 

the Document Object Moclel (DOM). As can be seen from this informal definition of web pages, 

scripts have been constrained to represent messages and will not affect in other ways what is 

being presented to the user. Additionally, instructions are not be able to modify in any way 

either the components or other instructions. 

5.2.1.1 Instructions 

We shall describe each of the parts of web pages, one at a time, to then be able to give a formal 

definition. An instruction, represented by ins, is a conditional rule: (trigger, rule), where 

trigger is a predica.te on whether an input has arrived to the browser, and rule an action to 

be carried out by the browser. Each rule includes a type, t E { normal, script, frame, resource}, 

an HTTP method, m E {_GET, YOST, YUT, _J)ELETE}, an URL, andan association list of 

name and value strings, Ldat. Executing an instruction means to send the message specified by 

the rule. As expected, the type in the rule is used by the browser to trigger policies depending 

on the responses and the method may be useful for the server depending on the protocol it is 

implementing. More formally: 

Definition 15 (Instruction). Let trigger be a predicate on whether an input occurred, t represent 

the type of a request to the server, m represent the HTTP method, and let Ldat represent a list 
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of narne-value tuples. Then an instruction ins is a conditional rnle of the forrn: trigger :::::} 

(t, m, url, Ldat). 

We will say that an instrnction is executed whenever the precondition trigger evalua.tes to trne. 

Further, an instrnction is mandatory ~f it is always executed upan being received by the browser 

insúie a response. 

As we have said, the instructions allow us to model scripts, reclirections and to ask for extra 

resources, and the rules themselves allow us to check the policies if present. 

5.2.1.2 Browser Components 

A browser component is given by an URL, a list of instructions and whether or not it should 

be visible to the user via the display. More formally, let C be the set of ali possible browser 

components, ranged over by b0 , b1 , .. . , then: 

Definition 16 (Component). A browser component bis a 4-tuple of the form: (origin,pos, 

Linst, visible) where origin is an url E U; pos is the position it will have on the display; Linst 

is a set of instructions ins none of which is rnandatory; and visible E {T, ..l} represents whether 

the element is visible to the user on the display ar not. 

Instructions will be executed whenever the trigger holds even if the predicate has nothing to do 

with the particular component it is contained in, allowing us to represent scripts and how their 

executions are chained. The URL in a web page and that of a component allows us to check 

for the origins of the components and the web page and decide whether something should be 

included in a web page or not. 

As expected there is a close relation between browser components (b E C) and user components 

(v E V). This relation uses the transform function that maps one visible browser component b 

to a component v, this relation is further captured as follows. Let :l!e E C. R be an abbreviation 

of :le. E C /\ Ve' E C. (R(e) -+e'= e); that is, :l!e E C. R(e) denotes that there exists one and 

only one element e in C such that R(e) holds. Further, let visible(b) denote that b E C is visible 

to the user, or visible for short. Then, Vb E C. visible(b) ::::} :l!v E V. v = transform(b), in other 

words, for each of the visible browser components there is one and only one user component v. 

This unique user component v is obtained from using the function transform on an element b of 

C. Notice that transform produces at most one user component v; however, there is no function 

that would allow for the contrary, i. e. mapping a component v to a single browser component 

b. 

Lemma 2. The Browser eannot rnap a user input denoting the interaetion with a user compo

nent v to an interaction with a single browser eomponent b. 
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Proof: Proving this lemma is trivial if we follow Definitions 12 and 16 ancl thc prcviously 

explained relation. The user may click on any visible component in the display; however, by 

ddinition thcrc is no func:tion that rnaps frorn a single 11scr componcnt v to a single browser 

component b. 

Given that there is no ma.pping from a single user component v to a single component b our 

browser model a.ssumes that the user interacted with all of the browser components at thc same 

position and executes the corresponding triggered instructions. 

Browser Components are arranged in a tree, just like the DOM tree, ancl thus there are nodes 

with parent and children, and leaf nodes with only a parent node. The root node of the browser 

components is an invisible empty elcment with an position O. A restriction on trees is that 

Vb E C. ,root(b) ==} 3par E C. (par -::f. b /\ parent(par, b)) where parent(par, b) is a predicate 

that holds whenever par is the parent of b, and root(b) return true iff node b is root. \Vhen 

a click or form submission event arrives the browser will check the components which position 

corresponds to the position indicated by the event for instructions to be carried out. After 

checking the related components it will "bubble up" the search to its ancestors. Finally it will 

check other unrelated components that should have access to the information ( e.g. inside the 

same frame) for instruction~. All of the instructions will be queued in that order. When more 

than one trigger holds at the same time, all of the instructions will be queued for execution and 

they will be ordered in the same manner as in the previous explanation. 

The inclusion of visible and invisible browser components helps us formalize user interaction with 

both visible and invisible things thus allowing us to represent click-jacking attacks where the 

user thinks she is interacting with something but <loes so with another things while organizing 

the components in a tree allows us to represent and mana.ge the effects of both frames and 

scripts. 

5.2.1.3 Web Pages 

With this said, a web page is defined as follows: 

Definition 17 (Web Page). A web page denoted by w is a tuple: (url,csp,Elem,inst), where 

url E [,, csp is a tuple (S_wlist, F _wlist, R_wlist) containing three sets of strings denoting where 

scripts, frames and resources can be loaded from and if they can be executed, Elem representing 

the DOM-tree, inst is a tuple (cinst, auto) containing a two sets one of conditional instructions 

cinst and another of mandatory instructions auto. 

The previously mentioned instruction lists cinst and auto are important because they allow the 

browser to send and receive several messages in order to compase a single web page (including 
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the display d far the user, as presented on Section 5.1), and to behave differently depending on 

the inputs received. 

So far, we have defined web pages and how they are important for shaping the iuteraction with 

both a m;er and the servers. However, we still need to define sorne other important pieces of 

information that are contained inside the browser and thar further shape these interactions. 

5.2.2 The Browser State 

Apart from the stacks of web pages and the web page currently displayed, the state of a browser 

c:ontains a uurnbcr of filc~s which allow us to rcprcscnt t.hings likc cookics. Eac:h file is a piccc of 

information that servers have sent to the browser and are to be kept by the browser as long as 

the file has not expired. Let a file be denoted by fl, then f l is a triplet (origin, ttl, lt.rt) where 

origin is an url E C, ttl is a time j marking the expiration off l and ltxt is a list of name-value 

pairs. 

The current state of the browser is defined as follows: 

Definition 18 (Browser State). Let bkList, fwList be lists of the previous and forward web 

pages respectively, w be the current web page being displayed, oweb be the received web page 

befare the execution of any instruction, B files a set of files f l, rl a list of events or rules to be 

executed out, and Rq a set of expected messages, then the state of the browser B is given by: 

B ';;! (bkList, fwList, w, oweb, B files, rl, Rq) 

The browser will always be on an valid state since we do not model errors in the channel. The 

data currently known by the browser is given by the mix of the previously known data per 

Definition 18, the previous input by the user, and the response to the triggered instruction. 

Wc\ note that files, web pagcs, and lists of instructions are not stat.ic and are updatcd wit.h each 

input and output; this means that the list of files lf iles, and the web page w in the current 

state of the browser are composed by communicating several times with servers. It is because 

of this constant change that the information the user and the servers get is just a subset of all 

the information the browser possesses at any given time. 

5.2.3 Messages for Browser Communication 

So far we have defined the state of the browser, we will continue by defining the way the browser 

interacts with the users and the servers. To do so, we will start this discussion by defining the 

inputs to the browser and what they mean. 
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5.2.3.1 Browser Inputs 

We can think of the browser as an interpreter for two kinds of input events, the kind of event 

depends on where the input comes from. In order to be clear on the type and contents of events, 

tlwy will lw rcprcscutcd by thcir typc of payload and t lrns be idc11tificd by au i when they come 

from the users and by a Response denotecl by res when they come from the servers. 

Definition 19 (Response). Let oID be Uw 11.nú¡ne úlent-i.fi,er of a pa:rl:ú:i.pant, used by a srTuer 

to communicate with the appropriate party, let csp be a tuple (S _wlist, F _wlist, R_wlist) con

taining three sets of strings, let Elem be a set of elements b to be added to the DOM, inst be 

a tuple (cinst, auto) containing a list of conditional instrnctions cinst and a list of mandatory 

instructions auto to be e,ucuted upan retrieval, and let Lf ilcs be a set of ,files fl. Then, the 

type of a response res is a 5-tuple of the form: (o! D, url, csp, Elem, inst, Lfiles). 

5.2.3.2 Browser outputs 

Similarly, a browser has two kinds of outputs, one for the users and another for the servers. 

The output to the user is a display d = display(Bj) which is calculated instantaneously, where 

display is a function on the current state of the browser ( e.g. it calls transform on all of the 

browser components to produce the set V included in d), and the output to the servers is a 

request. 

The output to the servers is a little more complicated than the output for the users. This is 

because while the output to a user is basically a combination of either several responses or at 

least parts of them, the output for a server needs to be calculated from all of the past responses 

received by the browser. Formally: 

Definition 20 (Request). A request req is a 4-tuple: (oID,url,m,ldata), ldata is the result 

of applying the function list2set(Ltxt~ldat~file(B, url)) where the function list2set acts as the 

natural definition and converts a list to a set and works on the concatenation (~) of ltxt from 

the user input, ldat from the triggered instruction and the results of file(B, url), a relation that 

retums a list of name-value pairs representing the contents of files. 

Requests contain an origin identifier o! D (its value is bI D in the case of a request made by 

the browser), an URL url E [,, an HTTP method m, and a list of name-value pairs ltxt. The 

identifier o! D is required so that the server knows where to send its response, the URL url E [, 

so that we know which server the message should be sent to, the method m so that the server 

can manage the request and the list of pairs ltxt is required to denote the message payoff. 

As we have said before in Definition 15 instructions are executed when the condition in its trigger 

holds, and as such, most of the information in a request will be obtained from the instruction 
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which will be executed ( i.e. the URL, the method, and part of the payload); however sorne other 

information is obtained from the user input ( i. e. ltxt) and from the current state of the browser 

( i. e. thc a.'-isociatio11 list rctnrncd by file) 

Thc browscr will interprct all of the events and send rnost of the requests unless they go against 

one of its policies; however, interpreting an event and sending the corrcsponding messages <loes 

not mean that the rcsults will be presented to the user or uscd in subsequent requests to scrvcrs. 

\Ve should note again that the browser <loes not rnake a decision on whether a protocol cxecution 

is correct or not ancl instead just sends sorne of the inforrnation it currently possesses via thc 

display or when performing a request. 

5.2.4 Security Policies and Browser Behavior 

As we have said at the start of this section the policies shape part of the behavior of the browser 

and try to prevent attacks from happening by saying what requests and responses can be rnade 

and read. Roughly the policies behave in the following way. 

The Content Security Policy (CSP) consists of various white lists that a web page provides in 

order to tell the browser where different requests can be made to. The policy requires, for every 

request going to be made, the browser to check the type of content that is being requested 

(media, frames, scripts, etcetera) and whether its location is in the corresponding white list for 

its type. In order to maintain backwards compatibility, if any of the white lists is empty it 

means that any request can be made for said content type. 

The same origin policy (SOP) is a set of rules that define whether the browser can senda message 

or if the web page can access the data of a response. This policy basically checks whether a 

request is allowed by seeing if it is going to the same domain the web page is originated from or 

by sending a preflight request that asks for permission to the externa! domain. It also checks 

whether a response can be read or not. The latter rule is stricter and only allows the content of 

a response to be directly read if the response originates from the same domain that the current 

web page being displayed. 

In order to cxplain in a clear way thc policies and sorne of their effccts we will define sorne 

functions that work over the different data types. 

• url( ins) is a function that takes an instruction as an input and returns the URL to be 

called if said instruction were to be executed. 

• server( url) is a function that takes an URL as an input and returns the string representing 

the server in the url tuple. 
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• type( ins) is a function that takes an instruction as an input and returns the type t of said 

instruction. 

• wlistg(t) is a function that works over the current state of the brmvser per Definition 18, 

takes a type t as an input, and returns a set of servers. 

• mandatoryg ( ins) is a function that works over the current statc of the browscr ancl takcs 

an instruction and returns whethcr or not the instruction is mandatory. 

Let CSP be defined as a predica te alloweds ( ins) that denotes whether an instruction ins can 

be executed or not and be defined as follows: 

Definition 21 (CSP). 

allowed3(ins) = 
T if 

wlistg(type(ins)) = 0 

V (mandatorys ( ins) 

V t =/=- script) 

/\ server( url( ins)) 

E wlists(type(ins)) 

V ,mandatorys ( ins) 

/\ type(ins) = script 

/\ server( url( ins)) 

E wlists(type(ins)) 

/\ javascript:// 

E wlists ( type( ins)) 

..l otherwise 

Let SOP be defined as a predicate same_origins(ins), that denotes whether a triggered instruc

tion will request something that complies with the policy and thus whether if the response can 

be fully read or not, be defined in the following way: 

Definition 22 (SOP). Let server3 be the origin server of the current web page was loaded. 

Then SOP the predicate is defined as follows: 

same_origins ( ins) = 
T if 

mandatorys ( ins) 

V server( url( ins)) 

= server3 

V type(ins) =/=- script 

..l otherwise 
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To continue our discussion on browser behavior we will proceed to define the state transitiou 

rules used by our method and describe how these rules affect the interna! state of the browser. 

5.2.5 State Transition Rules for the Browser 

The browser, as we know, takcs inputs from users ami servcrs, allCI transforms these inputs in 

things the other party can understa.nd ( i. e. transfonns user inputs into requests and responses 

into a display and maybe sorne more requests). We will now present its transition rules, and 

describe its state update function, to better understand how the browser state changes through 

time. 

We will start by discussion the transitions based on user inputs. Let enabled be a predica.te on 

whether an user_input is feasible on the current state of the browser, head and tail be functions 

on lists that follow their natural definition, ,.......__ denotes the concatenation of two lists, and Jet t 
take a tuple and denote the update from B to B' by modifying the elements in said tuple. The 

most simple examples are those of what happens when the user clicks on the back or forward 

buttons of the display: 

_Back.B ,enabled(B, _Back) ---+ B 

_Back.B enabled(B, _Back) ---+ B' t (bkList' = tail(bklist), 

fwList' = [w] ,.......__ f wlist, 

w' = head(bkList), 

oweb' = head ( bkList), 

rl' = wRules(w') ,.......__ [], Rq' = 0) 

_Forward.B ,enabled(B, _Forward) ---+ B 

_Forward.B enabled(B, _Forward) ---+ B' t (fwList' = tail(Jwlist), 

bkList' = [w] ,.......__ bklist, 

w' = head(JwList), 

oweb' = head(bkList), 

rl' = wRules(w') ,.......__ [], Rq' = 0) 

Where, far example if a user clicks on the back or forward buttons when they are disabled on the 

display the browser will just ignore the input and will not update its state in any way. However, 

if the user clicks on said buttons and they are enablecl the browser state will be updatcd in 

the following way: the corresponding (back or forward) list of web pages will be updated to 

contain just the tail of said list, the list corresponding to the contrary action will be updated 

to now contain a new element in the head corresponding to the original web page in the state 
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of the browser, the current web page ancl the original web page will now contain the head of 

the corresponding list of the action, the list of pending rules will empticd and be updated to 

cout.ain ouly thc rnandatory rules 011 t lw ncw c11rrcnt web pagc, arnl finally the response rptctlC' 

will be empticd. 

Lct us continue by providing the rcmaining rules for uscr input. Let. newRl be a function on 

the statc browscr a.ncl a.n URL input that returns a new instruction to be queued for exccution, 

rules be a function on the state of the browscr and a position that returns all of the possible 

instructions to be carriecl out given an input in said display position. 

url.B---+ B' t (rl' = newRl(B, url) ,,____ [], Rq' = 0) 

pos.E -ienablcd(B,pos)---+ B 

pos.E cnabled(B,pos)---+ B' t (rl' = rules(B,pos) ,,____ rl) 

( txt, pos). B -ienabled ( B, pos) ---+ B 

(t.xt,pos).B enabled(B,pos) ---+ B' t (rl' = rules(B,pos) ,,____ rl) 

This means that if a user gives a new URL then the rule queue will be emptied and now contain 

just a new rule corresponding to a request of the received URL and the response queue will be 

emptied; that if the browser receives an input corresponding to a disabled element it will just 

ignore the input; and that if the element is enabled on the display it will search of the current 

web page all of the possible triggered rules and will queue them for execution. 

Now !et us present the rules triggered by requests and responses. Let expected be a predicate on 

whether a response is being expected at the current state of the browser, refresh be a predicate 

on whether a response is supposed to refresh the current web page or just update it, fullreq be 

a predicate on whether a response to a given request will refresh the contents of a web page 

or just update it, wRules be a function that takes a web page and returns a list of mandatory 

instructions, files be a function that takes a response and returns the list of files included in said 

response, webp a function on a response that returns a web page crafted from said response, 

rRules be a function that takes a response and returns a list with all the mandatory instructions 

included in said response, reqToRq a function that transforms an instruction into a singleton 

containing the corresponding structure that accepts responses, + be a function that takes two 

compatible types and returns the union or concatenation of the analogous components. Finally, 

!et _Emptyw be an atom that represents an empty web page, then the rules the browser follows 
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for request and responses are: 

res.E ,expected(E, res) --+ B 

res.E expected(E, res)/\ refresh(E, res)--+ E' t (l.files' = lfiles U files(res), 

w' = webp( res), 

oweb' = webp(res), 

rl' = rules(res), Rq' = Rq/res) 

res.E expectcd(E, res)/\ ,refresh(E, res) --+ B' t (lfiles' = lfiles U files(res), 

w' = w + webp(res), 

rl' = rRules(res) ,.....,_ rl, 

Rq' = Rq/res) 

E.req ,fullreq(head(rl)) --+ E' t (rl' = tail(rl), 

Rq' = reqToRq(request) U Rq) 

E.req fullreq(head(rl)) --+ B' t (bkList' = [oweb] ,.....,_ bklist, 

oweb' = _Ernpty_w, 

w' = _Empty_w rl' = [], 

Rq' = reqToRq(req)) 
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Where the first three rules correspond to what happens when the browser receives a response 

and the last two correspond to what happens when the browser sends a request. In the case of 

the first if the browscr reccives a response it is not expecting thcn it just ignores it; thc sccon<l 

and third rules manage what happens when the browser receives a response that is expected and 

are similar. The main difference between the second and third rules is that if the response is to 

refresh the presented web page, then it replaces the original and current web pages; otherwise, 

the response just adds the contents to the web page and to the rule queue; in both cases the 

files are appended and the response is removed from the queue. When the browser sends a 

response several things may happen depending on whether the request is to refresh the whole 

web page or instead it is to add information to the current web page. In the case of the fourth 

rule (adding information), the browser will just remove the request from the list of pending 

requests and move it to the set of pending responses; while in the other case the browser will 

add the original web page to the list of previously visited web pages, empty the current and 

original web pages, empty the list of pending requests and replace the pending responses with 

a singleton corresponding to the request being made. 

Let us conclude our discussion by defining the browser as a state event system B: 
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Definition 23. let In be an infinite set of responses and ·user inputs, Out be an infinite set of 

requests, E= In U Out is then the union of those two infinite sets, Bo = (0, 0, _Ernpty_w, [], []), 

St be a singleton with Bo as its only element, and T be equal to the previously mentioned 

transition rules then: 

B = (E,In, Out, St, Bo, T) (5.3) 

5.3 Conclusions 

As we have said, the browser is probably the most important and complex of all the participants 

in web protocols. It was modeled after carefully reading the specifications on how it shoulcl 

work since there is a vast amount of information and behaviors encoded on real world browsers. 

However, if a browser model were to encocle all of the real world browser chara.cteristics the 

resulting model complexity would make it difficult to automatically analyze and reason about 

the browser's interactions. In other words, we decided to simplify and abstract away sorne of the 

browsers' capabilities to avoid creating a model that would be too complex as it would prevent 

us from reaching a meaningful conclusion about the security of browsers or that of the protocols 

being analyzed. 

So far we have seen an overview of the system, and explained in detail the models, the properties, 

capabilities and the respective rules that shape the behavior of both the user and browser in 

our method; however, this discussion is not enough to have a full understanding of how all of 

the pieces are put together, as such, it is time to think about the participants that lie outside 

of the host computer. That is, in order to be thorough and for you, the reader, to understand 

how our models fit together and how our method works we need to present the other half of the 

system. We will continue our discussion in Chapter 6 by presenting both the server model, one 

of the most distinguishing characteristics of our method, and the attacker model in WebMC. 



Chapter 6 

The Server and The Attacker Models 

for the Verification of Web Protocols 

The server is the most important component, as well as being one of the distinguishing com

ponents, of our approach to the analysis of web protocols. The server is the only participant 

who has full access to the rules modeling the part of the protocol being instantiated to be ana

lyzed. In order to avoid creating a model for severa! servers, one set of severs for each specific 

protocols, we rather designed a parametric model for a server, which is given as a set of general 

rules that may be instantiated depending on the needs of a given protocol. This has enabled 

us to promptly capture the description of severa! kinds of servers and it allows the end user 

of our method to think more on the contents of messages and the server interactions instead 

of thinking on ali the messages and interactions that may arise from the behavior of the other 

components. 

As we know from Chapter 4, the system is modeled as having an insecure channel as a way to 

communicate the browser and the servers. Due to the nature of the channel, the attacker can 

be seen as being its owner. The attacker should then able to intercept, drop, analyze, replay 

any message that goes through said channel as well as to synthesize arbitrary messages ( i. e. the 

olev-Yao attacker). Moreover, while using the web we are not always sure if the servers we 

are communicating with are honest or have been corrupted in any way and thus may want to 

steal our information; as such, we modeled the attacker as also being able to corrupt servers 

in two ways. With these characteristics in mind, and since we will ignore availability issues, 

we decided to model the behavior of the attacker as a buffer that is able to create, replay and 

modify messages. The moclification of messages depends on the attacker having access to the 

encryption keys (i.e. a server has been corrupted) while the creation of messages depends on 

the attacker having the necessary knowledge to create a valid message for either a server or the 

browser. 

54 
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This chapter discusses then the second half of the system, the half that depends on the network 

in arder to perform any kind of action. We will begin our discussion by exploring the last of the 

honest participnts in our model, the server, in Section 6.1. The discussion on the server consists 

on a cliscussion where we describe the general characteristics of cryptographic primitives used 

and by giving a formal clefinition of the server state in Section 6.1.1. After that, we will discuss 

how the server specifications work in Scction 6.1.2. we conclucle our discussion on the server, 

in Section 6.1.3, where we will provicle a set of general rules that servers follow in arder to 

participate in protocols. Then, in Section 6.2, we will concern ourselves with the attacker, its 

c:apabilities and how these capabilities are reflccted in our methocl. The section on the attac:ker 

is structurecl as follows: In Section 6.3, we will explore the information used and stored by the 

attacker. After that, in Section 6.4, we analyze the capabilities of the attacker and discuss how 

thesc capabilities relate to those of the eponymous Dolcv-Yao attacker. Finally, in Section 6.5, 

we conclude the discussion on the attacker by providing the transition rules used by the model 

in order to update the attacker's state. 

6.1 The Server 1n WebMC 

As we have said, Servers are the ones in charge of defining the protocol to be executed and de

ciding whether or not a received message corresponds to a protocol. In other words, formalizing 

the server is equivalent to formalizing a protocol. Servers far browser based protocols are the 

participants that resemble the most to a principal in other kinds of protocols; however, there is a 

big difference since web servers do not really track which step of the protocol they are currently 

at and what the next step is even when they can do so ( they are said to be "stateless" in the 

web development community). Web servers do keep and state and this notion of "statelessness" 

<loes not imply that they do not store information that has been sent and received previously 

which in turn enables the server to have the notion of session. 

We will now provide a parametric model far the server. The model is parametric in that it 

needs for the user of the method to specify how the requests, responses and information therein 

are to be handled. That is, the model needs an specification in arder to work, it may not use 

ali of the characteristics provided, and while the rules far modeling the server are independent 

of other components the traces of the overall system are restricted by the necessary sharing of 

events with different principals. 

6.1.1 State of The Server 

Cryptography should be transparent for the user and the browser; however, since the servers 

need to verify and act based on the data they receive, the servers need to be aware of a few 
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cryptographic primitives. We will use I<id and I<idl to denote the public and prívate keys for 

a principal with id id, I<id,id2 to denote a shared key between principals with ids id, and id2 . 

This means that servers may receive encrypted or signed data as part of any message, but will 

only be able to check or modify the data if they know the required keys to do so. 

Now tha.t. wc ha.ve\ cxplai11cd thc cryptographic prirnitivcs to be uscd wc will prncccd by ddi11i11g 

the state of the servcr. The state of the server S consists of ali of the information the server 

currently possesses including its rules to process requests and responses. 

The state of the server S consists of all of the information the server currently possesses including 

its rules to process requests and responses. 

Definition 24 (Server State). The state of thc server is a tuple containing: 

(sI D, key_list, known_data, server _inf o, session, persistenLsession, 

seen, pending_requests, EResponses, pending_responses, 

specif ication) 

Where s! D is a unique identifier, key_list is an association list of keys to be stored by the server; 

known_data, server _inf o, and seen are lists of name-value pairs; session, and persistent 

_session are association lists of name-value pairs and requests; pending_requests, and pending 

_responses are lists of feasible outputs; EResponses is a set of expected responses; and finally, 

specif ication a tuple containing msgs an association list of symbolic request to be accepted 

along with the symbolic requests and responses to be made, P Data a set of field names to keep 

across sessions, I< Data a set of field names containing keys to be stored, T Data a set of field 

names to track in arder to avoid replays. 

This parametric server enables us to represent a broad range of characteristics and behaviors of 

web servers like transient and persistent sessions ( i. e. sessions that end the moment the server 

sends the response and sessions which require for certain information to be stored for long term 

usage), key exchange, and keeping track of nances and other values. 

Transient sessions are modeled by using session in arder to store information until a response can 

be sent, pending_request in arder to queue one or more requests to be sent befare the response 

can be made, expected_responses in arder to keep track of the responses that are to be received 

from other servers, and pending_responses in arder to keep track of the responses that need to 

be eventually sent to the corresponding destinations. Persistent sessions are represented by using 

persistent_session to store data across transient sessions along with session, pending_request, 

expected_responses, pending_responses. To reproduce key exchange and already known keys 

we use key_list. Finally to check against replay attacks by keeping track of already seen values 

we use seen. 
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6.1.2 Protocol and Server Specification 

As we have said, the server is the most simmilar to a principal in security protocols, and so, by 

itself it is not really complex; however, if we want our tool to be useful for a wide range of pro

tocols and applications we needed to make a model that coulcl be instantiated with the clifferent 

rules and needs of said protocols and applications. Giving a server specification is equivalcnt to 

specifying a protocol; however, our rnethocl does not currently possess an spccification language 

and as such WebMC requires for the server specification to be done in the same language it was 

programmed ( i. e. Haskell) and by usi ng the data types we provide. 

A scrvcr aud protoc:ol spccification is a set of rnlcs t.hat. define thc bchavior of thc scrvcr. 

The specification must contain at least the narne of the server, thc expcctecl URLs, and what 

messages are to be sent upan rcceiving a request to a given URL. Thc specification rnay also 

contain data and keys known by default ( e.g. credentials and trusted server keys), which data 

is to be kept for persistent sessions, which information is to be freshly generated, which nances 

and information should be tracked to avoid replays, and what messages are to be sent in case 

of receiving an unexpected or invalid message. 

We must note that neither the method nor the tool are able to verify if a given server specification 

is able to finish successfully or if it corresponds to an actual protocol. WebMC is able to check 

for well-formedness according to data types; however this does not guarantee that the protocol 

reaches completion. This means that both the method and WebMC may get stuck on a loop 

and never find an attack. This is why protocol analysis should start with proving the feasibility 

of protocol execution successful. 

6.1.3 State Transition Rules for the Server 

Once we havc a server specification, wc can instantiate the scrver and havc working rules. 

However, servers will always be able to receive requests directed at them. As such, we will start 

by presenting the rules governing how requests are handled. Let S represent the state of the 

sserver at time j and S' at time j + 1,valid be a predicate on whether the server considers a 

request being received as valid according to its specification, data a function that returns all of 

the data included in a request, pData a function on the server and a request that returns a list 

with information that should be persistent across sessions, tData a function on the state of the 

server and a request that returns a list with information that should be tracked to avoid replays, 

requests be a function on the state of the server that returns zero or more requests to be made 

according to the specification and the received request, response be a function on the state of 

the server and the received request that returns a response according to the specification. We 

will follow the same notation as with the browser and ,,....._ will denote concatenation of two lists, 
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head and tail will act as their natural definition on lists, finally an t will denote a.n update of 

the state of the server. The rules for received requests are: 

req.S destination(req) = sI Ds /\ ,valid(S, req) --+ S' t (pending_responses' = 

[response(S, req)] /'"'

pending_rcsponscs) 

req.S destination(req) = sI Ds /\ valid(S, req) --+ S' t (session' = 

data(req) /"'""- session 

per sistent_session' = 

pData( S, req) /"'""-

per sistent_session 

seen' = tData( S, req) /"'""-

seen 

pending_requests' = 

requests(S, req) /'"'

pending_requests 

pending_responses' = 

[response(S, req)] /'"'

pendí ng _responses) 

This rules mean that if a request is received by a server and it is invalid then an error response 

will be calculated according to the specification and will then be added to the response queue; 

On the other hand if the request is valid then the information contained in the current session 

will be added to the information on the server, if any information is to be kept across sessions 

it will be ston-~d, the trackcd fields will be updat.cd with thc infonnation in thc rcqucst., zcro or 

more requests will be added to the request queue in the server according to the spec:ification 

and one response will be added to the response queue. 

Servers, just as browsers, will only take into account responses they expect. As such we will 

continue by discussing the rules used by the server in order to handle the received responses. Let 

expected a predicate on whether a response is expected at a given state of the server, queued 

a predicate on whether a request or response is in the queue at a given state of the server 

( destination) be a function that takes an event and returns the unique iclentifier of the intcnclecl 

recipient, kData a function that takes as an input the state of the browser and a response and 

returns a list of the included keys in said response, rsData a function that takes as an input 

a response and returns a list of data about the server that generated the response, rData a 
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function that takes as an input a response and returns ali of the data in the response, prData 

a function on the state of the servcr and a response that returns a list with information that 

should be persistent across sessions, trData a function on the state of the server and a response 

that returns a list with information that should be trackecl to avoid replays, remove a function 

that takes a list ancl an element and removes saicl element from the list if there is one. The 

rules for rcccived responses are: 

res.S destination(res) = s!Ds /\ ,expected(S,res) ~ S 

res.S destination(res) = sl Ds /\ expected(S, res) ~ S' t (key_list' = 

kData(S, res) 

,,..--._ key_list 

server _inf o' = 

rsData( res) 

,,..--._ server _inf o 

session' = rData(res) 

----- session 

per sistenLsession' = 

prData(S, res) -----

per sistent_ses sion 

seen' = trData(S, req) 

,,..--._ seen 

EResponses' = 

EResponses/res) 

Where the first rule tells us that if the server is not expecting a response it will just ignore it, 

and the second tells us the following in case a response is expected: the server will add ali of the 

received keys to the known keys, will add the response data to the session and to the persistent 

session (if any) that originated the request-response pair, the values of any tracked fields will 

be marked as seen and the response will be removed from the response queue. 

Finally we will discuss how the server manages its outputs. To do so, !et re!Queued be a predicate 

on whether if given a state of the servcr and a queued response, either pending_responses or 

expected_responses contain an element related to said queued response. Then, the rules for 
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server outputs are: 

S.req; queued(S, req) ----+S' t (pending_requests5, = 

remove(pending_requestss, req), 

EResponses' = EResponses U req2Res(req)) 

S.res ,relQucucd(S, req) ----+S' t (pending_responses5 , = 

remove(pending _responses s, res)) 
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Where the first rule tells us that the server will remove from its queue the request ancl add 

a new expected response to the set of expected responses. And the second rule tells us that 

a response is only able to be sent if ali of the requests in the session it belongs to have bcen 

answered and if so the server will sene! the response and remove it from its pending response 

queue. 

Now that we have defined the state and the transition rules for the server. We define it as a 

state event system S: 

Definition 25. let In be an infinite set or request with the server as its destination, Out an 

infinite set of requests and responses with the server as its origin, E= In U Out, key_list i=- 0, 

known_data i=- 0, specification i=- 0, So = (s!D, key_list, known_data, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 

specif ication), S be a singleton with So as its only element, and T be equal to the previously 

mentioned transition rules then: 

S = (E,In, Out, St, Bo, T) (6.1) 

As we can see from the server rules, a server <loes not end the execution of a protocol by ignoring 

a request; a server simply sends an error response that depends on the protocol specification, 

and its up to the user to decide whether to end its execution or to continue interacting in another 

way. We must stress what we said in §6.1.2, the method is not able to differentiate between 

complete, incomplete, functional or non-functional specifications and thus it may get stuck in 

an infinitc loop or never find an attack. 

With the discussion on the server we conclude our exploration of three things: what happens 

at both ends of the communication channel, how are protocols instantiated and defined, and 

how honest participants behave and are modeled. We will now proceed to discuss the channel 

through which the honest participants communicate; that is, we will explore the capabilities 

of the attacker and how the attacker is able to influence protocol execution in order to reach 

insecure states. 
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6.2 The Attacker in WebMC 

As in any work of this kind, the network is an insecure channel through which information or 

more precisely messages flow from one participant to another. While using this channel the 

participants may encrypt sorne or all of their rncssages with cither a syrnmetric or asymmetric 

key, and thus while the contents may rcrnain bielden from an attackcr the attacker can still 

capture and rnay be able to reuse thesc messages. 

In order to represent different kinds of attacks we will model two kinds of server corruption. 

Fnll corruption in which the attacker has complete control overa server, and So.ft corrnption, or 

partial corruption, in which the attacker may add data ami instructions to messages but cannot 

directly access or retrieve the inforrnation containcd in the messages. 

6.3 The Attacker State 

The attacker state contains several things like a unique identifier, a couple of sets of servcr 

identifiers denoting the servers that are either fully or partially under the attacker's control, a 

set of public, private and symmetric keys either known or obtained during a protocol's run, a 

set of fields which values will be generated on-demand (e.g. nances), a pair of association lists 

that contain information the attacker owns and knowledge about all of the other principals, a 

set of files that the attacker has acquired, and a pair of lists representing request and response 

queues. 

Definition 26 (Attacker State). letal D be a unique identifier, FsI D a set of server identifiers 

sI D denoting the servers that are fully under the attacker's control, SsI D another set of server 

identifiers sI D denoting servers that are partially under the attackers' control, K eys be a set 

of public, prívate and symmetric keys, gen a set of fields which values will to be generated on

demand ( e.g. nances), alnf o an association list that maps from the unique identifiers of honest 

principals (i.e. uf D, bI D, sI D) to knowledge about said principals, aFiles a set of files that 

the attacker has acquired by participating in sessions with servers, known an association list of 

known names to their values, reqQ and resQ are a pair of lists representing request and response 

queues respectively; then, the state of an attacker is a 10-tuple containing (al D, FsI D, SsI D, 

Keys, gen, alnfo, aFiles, known, reqQ, resQ) where FsID and SsID and disjunct sets o.f 

servers 
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6.4 The Kinds of Attacker in WebMC 

As we have said, the network is an insecure channel controlled by the attacker. However, 

:Making the attacker have the standard Dolev-Yao capabilitics is somewhat troublesome since 

its capabilities <leal with messages at a low level of abstraction comparcd to what woulcl be 

needcd in arder to moclify rnessages likc rcquests and responses that havc a dcfined strnctmT. 

With this and our modcl in mind, we devised two types of attackers which we will explain in 

the following paragraphs. 

6.4.1 Type One Attacker 

The first type of attac:ker is a somewhat sirnple attm:ker. This attacker can corrupt servers: 

however, it may not send messages of its own to the clifferent servers. In other words, the main 

goal of this attacker is to observe, gather and to include pertinent data and instructions in the 

messages that it has access to. The main goal of this attacker is to see if the data it is able to 

gather, either through several user sessions or by corrupting sorne servers, is enough to construct 

an attack on the user or on one of the honest servers. 

6.4.2 Type Two Attacker 

The second type of attacker is a fully active attacker. The second attacker must be able to at 

least send and receive messages to and from both servers and browsers; he also must be able to 

concatenate, separate, and create messages; finally he must be able to encrypt, sign, and decrypt 

messages and terms to_ which he possesses the adequate keys. As we can see, the actions of the 

Dolev-Yao attacker are simple yet powerful enough to describe what an active attacker needs to 

do; as such, in order to better understand and characterize the actions an attacker may perform 

we will give the Dolev-Yao attacker's actions new names that describe better their interactions 

with the system and bundle sorne of them together, when required, to make the process easier 

to understand and accessible for the automation of attacks. 

We pose that the attacker should be able to perform at least the following actions while still 

conforming to the expected messages of a protocol. 

• Add cookies to messages it has access to. 

• Add visible and invisible elements to messages it has access to. 

• Add instructions to messages it has access to. 

• Get knowledge from corrupted servers. 
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• Encrypt, sign and decrypt information it has access to with known keys. 

• Synthesize messages from knowledge. 

• Check the contcnt of its sessions at any servcr. 

• Act as the initiating party to any protocol. 

• A combination thereof. 

Wc designe<l the Attacker to crea.te messagcs that correspond to a protocol since, as we ha.ve 

said, mcssages outsidc of the protocols woul<l be useless and crea.te an even larger search space. 

Also, as can be secn from the actions we <lescribed. we removed the possibility of type flaw 

attac:ks as well as thc ability of the attacker to flush the channel and thus do not moclel or 

analyze any kincl of clenial of service attacks. 

6.5 State Transition Rules for the Attacker 

In thc simplest of terms the attacker is a buffer, which iu thc case of t he sccond typc is also able 

to send and receive its own messages as long as it has the necessary information to crea.te and 

read them. FsID, be a selector on the set of fully corrupted servers of the attacker, SsID, be a 

selector on the set of partially corrupted servers of the attacker, origin be a function that takes 

an event and returns the unique id of the originating participant, destination be, as previously 

<lcfincd, a function that takcs an evcnt an<l rcturns thc nniqnc i<l of thc intcnded rccipicnt, 

aCookies be a function that retrieves a subset of ali of the cookies possessed by the attacker, 

alnstructions be a function that retrieves a subset of ali the va.lid instructions the attacker is a.ble 

to genera.te, new be a function that takes the information known to the attacker and produces 

ali of the va.lid messages that can be sent to servers that are not corrupted, t be a function that 

takes a an structure and tuple and updates the values of the structure accordingly. The rules 

the attacker follows are: 
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rcq.A destination(req) (/:. FsIDs(A) 

origin(req) (/:. FsIDs(A) ---+ A' t (reqQ' = [req] ,----.... reqQ) 

res.A destination(res) (/:. FsIDs(A) 

origin(rcs) (/:. FsIDs(A) U SsIDs(A) ---+ A' t (resQ' =[res],----.... resQ) 

res.A destination(res) = a!D ---+ A' t (known' = data(res) ,----.... known 

aFiles' = aFiles ,----.... aCookies(A)) 

req.A origin(req) E FsIDs(A) ---+ A' t (alnfo' = data(req) ,..__ alnfo, 

reqQ' = [req] ,----.... reqQ) 

res.A origin(res) E FslDs(A) ---+ res' t (instructions' = 

alnstructions(A) ,----.... instructions) 

A' t (alnfo' = data(res) U 

alnfo, resQ' = [res'] ,..__ resQ) 

res.A origin(res) E SsIDs(A) ---+ res' t (instructions' = 

alnstructions(A) ,..__ instructions) 

A' t (resQ' = [res'] ,..__ resQ) 

A.req req E reqQ U new(A) ---+ A t (reqQ' = tail(reqQ)) 

A.res res E resQ ---+ A t (resQ' = tail(resQ)) 
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These rules have an interpretation like the following: If the attacker receives a message whose 

intended destination is different from one of the fully corrupted servers the update function will 

just add it to the corresponding request or response queue (reqQ or resQ). On the other hand, 

if the intended destination of the message is a fully corrupted server, the update function will 

take all of the information and add it to alnf o and file said information under the origin of the 

message. Another example is what happens when the attacker receives a response with an origin 

corresponding to that of a fully corrupted server, in this case the attacker will take all of the 

information and add it to alnfo and file said information under the destination of the message, 

and will then modify the response to contain a subset of all the cookies and instructions the 

attacker may add to a response. 

With this we have defined the state and the transition rules for the attacker. Now we will define 

it as a state event system A: 

Definition 27. let In be an infinite set or request and responses with either the attacker, the 

browser or one of the servers as its destination, Out an infinite set of requests and responses 

with either the attacker, the browser or one of the servers as its origin, E= InUOut, aID f. 0, 
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a1nfo = 0, aFiles = 0, reqQ = varnothing, resQ = 0, A0 = (aID, FsID, SsID, Keys, 

gen, ainfo, aFiles, known, reqQ, resQ), St be a singleton with Ao as its only element, and 

T be equal to the previously mentioned transition rules then: 

A= (E,In, Out, St, Ao, T) (6.2) 

6.6 Conclusions 

The server in our systems has two main purposes, one is to guide the protocol executions by 

giving an adequate answer to all of the request it receives ancl the other is to be the participants in 

charge of interpreting and instantiating protocols. Without servcrs our system would be unable 

analyze protocols or be of any use. \Ve must stress what we said in §6.1.2, the method is not 

able to differentiate between complete, incomplete, functional or non-functional specific:ations 

and thus it may get stuck in an infinite loop or never find an attack. 

With this discussion of the attacker and the server we have now finished explaining our method, 

the models and behavior of the participants used in arder to represent and analyze browser 

based protoc:ols. To summarize, our method and models allow us to represent four different 

participants in browser based protocols. A user that owns information and can be misled 

into interacting with components, and servers it did not intend to. A parametric server that 

can be instantiated, and changes its behavior based on the specific:ation provided. A Browser 

that behaves according to security policies, presents information to the user and interacts with 

servers through the network. Finally and attacker that owns the network, can modify and craft 

messages, corrupt servers and act as an initiator or as a server in protocols. In the next chapter 

we will proceed by explaining how the discussions in Chapters 4 to 6 fit together in arder to 

crcate an automated tool for the verification of web protocols, an<l by verifying thc uscful11ess 

of our method. 
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The method we propase, with what we have discussed so far, is able to represent and analyze 

the security of protocols; however, a method by itself falls short of an automated system. 'vVe 

will use this chapter to achieve our goal of creating an automated system. As we can see from 

Chapters 3 and 4 the main use far a tool implementing our method should be to try to salve 

the Security Problem, the Intuder Deduction Problem, and a third problem that arises from the 

characteristics of the browser ( i. e. the attacker being a ble to use secrets that are not known to 

him by using the Browser as an intermediary). In other words, in arder to achieve our goal we 

will present and discuss our tool. A tool that is able to encade properties relating to secrecy 

and confidentiality in arder to find counterexamples to Lemma l. 

Based in our model and method we have developed 'vVebMC, an state exploration tool that 

takes a protocol specification, arnl a set of propertics that should never hold ( i. e. events rep

resenting attacks or flaws in authentication). The tool lets us to either interactively traverse 

all of the possible protocol execution paths or automatically find attacks using the previously 

defined attacker model. WebMC, tries to find counterexamples to the defined goals or properties 

( i. e. states where the attacks are feasible) by calculating, on the fly, all of the possible execu

tion paths of the protocol or application. In arder to select the branch most likely to contain a 

counter example we use heuristics (to be defined on the sections regarding the implementations). 

This chapter is structured as fallows. In Section 7.1 we talk about the ways in which our tool is 

implemented. Then, in Section 7.3, we give a full example of how our tool works by presenting 

our analysis of the WebAuth protocol (a version of the Kereberos protocol far the web). Finally, 

in Section 7.4, we present all of our experimental results. 
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7.1 The WebMC implementation 

In order to test our tool and search for attacks on protocols we needed to create a way in which 

the system is animated so that each of the modules, corresponding to the different principals, 

interact with each other. The first result of this, to be discussed in Section 7.1.1 is a module 

in charge of gcnerating the search spnce on the fly that allows the users to explore the different 

ways in which a protocol's cxecution can take place. Our second result is an automatic tool 

which will be discussed in Section 7.2. 

7 .1.1 Interactive Tool 

The interactive implementation of vVebMC was prograrnmcd so the user is a.ble to elect the 

branch to be analyzed and go back to another branch if she chooses to do so. In other words, 

the interactive WebMC presents all of the possible actions to the end user, lets her choose which 

to execute, and is also able to present the current state of the different principals. Interactive 

WebMC has been tremendously useful since it has let us explore the execution of the protocols 

we are specifying, find ways in which the search for counter examples can be structured, and 

debug the features included in the implementation of our models. 

As we have said in Chapter 4 we decided to rnodel the interactions between the different agents 

as atomic events, this in arder to avoid having wait states in which nothing evident happened. 

However, for the sake of clarity our implementation of the attacker's behavior is slightly different 

from that presented in Chapter 6. The rnain differcnce bcing that in our implementations we 

decided to include the changes the attacker makes to messages as its own set of atomic actions, 

allowing us to see better what are the steps needed in arder for attacks to be successful. 

Now that we have explained the characteristics of our interactive tool we will proceed to explain 

the implementation detail of the automatic version of our tool. 

7.2 Automatic Tool 

Aftcr complcting the interactivc tool and concluding we wcrc actually able to find previously 

reported attacks with our tooL we clecided to implement a module to find these attacks auto

matically. The approaches taken and how they were developed are presented in the following 

paragraphs in the arder in which they were implemented. 
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7.2.1 Iterative Deepening 

Our first attempt at autornatically finding attacks to protocols was implemented as an iterative 

cleepening search with a maximum clepth leve! provicled by users. Whcn using itcrative dcep

ening the too! searches thc tree as long as it has not founcl any attacks, as soon as an attack is 

found the attack trace is returnecl to the user. 

For the iterative deepening version of the too! we usecl the type one attacker; a.ne! as we know, 

the order in which the branches are selectecl for search is important for the performance of 

this kind of search. Its bccause of this that we implemented the iterative cleepening search 

i11 two ways. For thc first irnplcmc•11tation ,ve uscd a naivc ordcring t.hat prcsc11ts thc options 

starti11g with the possible user actions, the11 the browser's, ancl finally the servers' actions; this 

implementation while giving us the expected results has a somewhat poor performance since it 

took more than 30 seconcls to find an attack on a simple protocol even when it did not have to 

take into account most of the type two attacker's possible actions. 

For our second implementation of iterative deepening, we ordered the possible actions in a way 

that leads to the normal execution of a protocol; we start by listing the servers' actions, then 

continue with the browser's and finally list the user's actions. This second approach to ordering 

had a much better performance, taking about one second to find the reported attack; however, 

it still lacked the information corresponding to the type two attacker's actions. 

Both of the implementations of iterative deepening for the automatic search have poor perfor

mance in the worse case scenario ( i. e. there are no attacks at the expected depth) and take 

almost 3 hours to fully search a tree with a maximum depth of 15. 

7.2.2 Hybrid Search 

Our second attempt at automatically finding attacks to protocols was implemented as an hybrid 

search with no hard maxirnurn leve!. Just as with the iterative deepening version, the too! 

searches the tree as long as it has not found any attacks and as soon as an attack is found the 

execution trace is returned to the end user. However, in this version of the too! we included 

the two types of attacker, letting the person in charge of the specifications choose the attacker 

best fitted for the task, and irnplemented an heuristic that reduced the search space alrnost in 

half by rnaking the user component unable to tell the browser to request urls that require more 

information than that available and by forbidding the execution of the sarne action twice in a 

row. 

The heuristic we implemented gives a weight between O and twice the depth leve! to the attacker 

actions, a weight of twice the depth leve! to server actions, a weight of 24 times the depth leve! 
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to the browser actions, and a weight of between 34 and 144 times the depth level. This means 

that we have a preference far the attacker's actions while taking into account the state of ali the 

other participants and the characteristics marked as valid far the attacker, as such, thc heuristic 

usually leads to a normal execution of a protocol but <loes not guara.ntee that if there is an 

attack it will find the shortest attack trace. 

Thc performance far this version of the too] is much bettcr since it takes lcss tha11 011e sccond 

to find most of the attacks to the protocols we tested; however, it's performance for worst 

case scenarios could be made better by implementing a function that cletects aud avoids the 

exploration of states equivalent to those already explored (a technique used in Binary Decision 

Diagrams). 

So far we have explaincd how vVebMC sea.rches far attacks but this is not cnough to give a full 

idea of the way in which it works. As such, we will now proceed to give a detailed example of 

how a protocol is specified and how the tool should be used. 

7.3 Case: The WebAuth Protocol 

\Ve have discovered what we consider to be an attacks to the WebAuth protocol. WebAuth (see 

Figure 7.1) is an authentication protocol far web pages in which the first time a User attempts 

to access a service, they will be sent to an authentication server and prompted to authenticate. 

Once the user has logged in, the authentication server will send their encrypted identity back to 

the original web page and the identity will also be stored in a cookie set by the authentication 

server. The user will not need to authenticate again until their credentials expire, even if they 

visit multiple protected services. The attack to WebAuth (see Figure 7.2) consists on reusing the 

cookie provided by the authentication server in arder far multiple an honest user use services in 

the name of the attacker; as we can see, the authentication posed by the protocol compromised 

and thus an attack is possible. 

As we can see the attack is pretty straightforward but it has been overlooked, thus highlighting 

thc nccd far a too! that is able to autornat.ically find thcse kinds of att.ac:ks. With that :miel, wc 

will now proceed to give a detailed description about how we can model this and other protocols 

in our tool. 

7.3.1 WebAuth specification in WebMC 

As we have mentioned previously, specifying the servers is equivalent to specifying the protocol, 

in this section we will discuss how the servers and the attacker far the WebAuth protocol were 
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[ Browser(user) 1 [ WebKDC ] [ WebAS ] 
<B S data> 

<S B redirection > -: 
\ <B, K, authrequest> 

<K B authform> 

<B, K, auth> 

<K B Redirection Cookie> - . 
' ' <B, A Reouest,Cookie> 

FIGURE 7.1: The WebAuth protocol 

[ Browser l [ Atlacker ] 
(Browser - Server) [ WebKDC l [ WebAs l 

<AS data> 

<S A redirection > 

<A, K. authrequest> 

<K A authform> 

<A, K, auth> 

<K A RAdirActi= r=kie> 

<11 4. .......... > 

<A U data Cookie> 

<U, S,data ,Cookie> 

<S U dala> 

FIGURE 7.2: Attack to the WebAuth protocol 
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specified. In order for specifications to work we will use a heacler, like the one in Listing 7.1, con

taining the name of the file ( usually corresponding to the name of the protocol to be specified), 

aud t.hc difforcnt. librarics or modules wc want to use. In t.his case wc will usc WcbKcrcbcros a.'i 

the name for our file allCI protocol, the Haskell Map library, the Attacker and Server modules 

of Webl'vIC that provide the implementations of the attacker ancl the server models respectivcly 

and the Types module that corresponcls to the data type defiuitions of WebI\IC. 

module WebKereberos where 

import qualified Data.Mapas Map 

import 

import 

import 

Ser ver 

Attacker 

Types 

LISTING 7.1: Hcadcr for spccihcatious, illdudiug the 1iamc of thc protocol to spccify 

After provicling the heacler we neecl to proceecl to specify the servers. As we can see in Figure 7.1, 

the vVebAuth protocol requires three kincls of servers. The first kincl of server corresponcls 

to a Service Provider (webAS) in charge of provicling a service to the user, the second kind 

corresponcls to an ldentity Provider (webKDC) in charge of asserting the identity of users so 

that the service knows who is using it, ancl a third server fully controlled by the attacker 

(aServer). 

webAS:: String -> String -> Server 

webAS cName kdc = 

ini tEmptyServer cName [] ("", []) [] [] [pkey] Map. empty ruleMap 

where kdcUrl = Url kdc "one" 

pkey = Pub kdc 

urll = Url cName "one" 

cbUrl Url cName II two" 

instl = Instruction (Right True) Rule { rType = RuleType Normal Full, 

rMethod = Post, rUrl = Left kdcUrl, 

rContents = Map.singleton "cbUrl" (show cbUrl)} 

response! Response {destinationldentifier = "", origin = urll, 

resNonce = "", csp = emptyCSP, componentList = [], 

instructionList = Pagelnstructions { autoList = [instl], 

inst2 

conditionalList = [] }, 

fileList = Map.empty} 

Instruction (Left 1) Rule { rType = RuleType Normal Full, 

rMethod =Post, rUrl = Left urll, 

rContents = Map.singleton "success!!" "?"} 

component2 = Component { cOrigin = urll, cList = [inst2], cPos = 1, 

cVisible = True} 

response2 = Response {destinationldentifier = "", origin = urll, 

resNonce = "", csp = emptyCSP, 

inst3 

componentList = [component2], 

instructionList = Page!nstructions { autoList [], 

conditionalList = [] }, 

fileList = Map.empty } 

Instruction (Left 1) Rule { rType = RuleType Normal Full, 

rMethod = Post, rUrl = Left cbUrl, 

rContents = Map.singleton "success! !" "?" } 
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component3 = component2 {cOrigin = cbUrl, cList = [inst3]} 

response3 = response2 {origin = cbUrl, componentList = [component3] } 

ruleMap Map.fromList [ 

(urll, [(["id_token"], [], response2, Just response!), 

( [], [], response!, Nothing)]), 

( cbUrl, [ ( [" id_ token"], [], response3, Nothing) ] ) ] 

LISTING 7.2: Spccilirntiuu for tl1c Scrvice Pruvidcr Server ü1 \Vel>Auth 

webKDC:: String -> Server 

webKDC cName = 

ini tEmptyServer cName auto pdata [] [] [] known ruleMap 

where auto = [" credentials "] 

("id_token", ["cbUrl"]) pdata 

known 

urll 

url2 

pKey 

Map.fromList [("user", ["uname"]), ("pass", ["pass"])] 

Url cN ame II one II 

Url cName 11 two 11 

Pri cName 

instl = Instruction (Left 1) Rule { rType = RuleType Normal Full, 

rMethod = Post, rUrl = Left url2, 

componentl 

response!! 

rContents Map.fromList [( 11 user 11
, 

11 ? 11
), ("pass", 11 ? 11

), 

("cbUrl", "")] } 

Component { cDrigin = urll, cList 

cVisible = True} 

[instl], cPos 

Response {destinationidentifier 

resNonce = "", csp = emptyCSP, 

componentList = [componentl], 

origin 

instructionList Pageinstructions { autoList 

condi tionalList = [] } , 

fileList = Map.empty} 

urll, 

[], 

1 • 

inst2 Instruction (Right True) Rule { rType = RuleType Normal Full, 

rMethod = Post, rUrl = Right "cbUrl", 

rContents = Map.empty} 

fl WebFile 3600 $ Map.singleton "credentials" "" 

f2 WebFile 3600 $ Map.singleton "id_token" ("Sig credentials "++ show pKey) 

fm Map.fromList [(Left "cbUrl", f2), (Right (Url cName ""), fl)] 

response2 = Response {destinationidentifier = , origin url2, 

resNonce = "", csp = emptyCSP, componentList [], 

instructionList = Pageinstructions { autoList = [inst2], 

conditionalList = [] }, 

fileList = fm } 

ruleMap = Map.fromList 

(urll, [(["cbUrl"], [], response!!, Nothing), 

( [" credent i als", "cbUrl "] , [] , response2 , 

Just response!!), 

([
11 crendentials 11

, 
11 reauth 11

, 
11 cbUrl 11

], [], response11, 

Nothing)]), 

(url2, [(["user", "pass", "cbUrl"], [], response2, Nothing)])] 

LISTING 7.3: Specification for the ldentity Provider Server in WebAuth 

aServer::String -> Server 

aServer cName = initEmptyServer cName ["id_token"] ("" ,[]) [] [] [] Map.empty ruleMap 

where urll = Url cName "" 
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response! = Response {destinationidentifier 

resNonce = "", csp = emptyCSP, 

componentList = [], 

origin 

instructionList = Pageinstructions { autoList [], 

conditionalList = [] }, 

fileList = Map.empty} 

ruleMap = Map. fromList [ (urll, [ ( [] , [], response!, 

Just response!)])] 

url 1 , 

LISTING 7.4: Specificatiou for tite Attackcr Scrvcr iu WcbAuth 
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The code inside Listings 7.2 to 7.4 corresponcls to the specification of the webAS server spec

ification, that of the webKDC server, ancl that of the aServer specification respectively. In 

the case of mu tooL the spec:ifications are functions that receive a server name and return an 

instance of the corresponding server. for a server to be instantiated it receives the following 

information in order: its unique identifier, the values whic:h will be generated automatically, the 

a description of the persisted data to store, a list of fields which contain keys, a list of fields 

to keep track of so as to not accept repeated values, a list of known keys, an association list of 

known information and an association list of recognized urls and the corresponding actions that 

shoul<l takc place. Thc full spccification of cach scrvcr comes aftcr thc "whcrc" clausc. In case 

the server being specified <loes not need to generate automatic: values ( e.g. nonces), keep track 

of persistent elata, keys or previously used values, etcetera we leave the corresponcling fields 

empty to tell our too! not to use said characteristics. Since servers do know information a.ncl 

need to respond to c:ertain messages we fill the known data ancl rule fields corresponding to the 

last two arguments of the instantiation code. 

Usually, the known data fields correspond to things like known user names, passwords, urls, ancl 

other data that needs to be verified upon arrival. On the other hand the rules field corresponcls 

to an a.ssociation list of urls, thc <lifforent fiel<ls they expect on rcquests, the rcquest.s an<l 

responses that should be made if the server where to receive a valid request to said url, and an 

error response in case the request is not valid. In the case of our servers these rules are located 

at the end of the definitions and are construc:ted by using ali of the information ( i. e. request, 

responses, components, instructions and known information) declared previously. 

Finally, after defining the behavior of our servers we need to instantiate, provide the sec:urity 

goals and define the attacker to be used by our too!. To do so we will use the getServers ancl 

secondGoal functions, as in Listing 7.5. The getServers function takes no argument and returns 

a list of servers, a security goal in the form of a list of requests and responses, and the instance 

of the attacker to be used by the too! when searching for the attacks. While the secondGoal 

function takes an initial state and based on that returns a new state under which the search is 

to continue in order to find the attack. 

getServers : : ([Server], [Either Request Response], Attacker) 

getServers = ([kdc, was, aServ], goals, myAttacker) 
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where kde = webKDC "kde" 

was = webAS ''was 11 11 kdc 11 

aServ = aServer ''att'1 

--uril = Url { server = "was ", path = "one" } 

ebUrl = Url { server = "was", path = "two" } 

--aUrl Url { server = "att ", path = "" } 

aKnown = Map.fromList [( 11 user 11
1 

11 uname 11
) 1 (

11 pass 11
1 

11 pass 11
) 1 

("ebUrl", show ebUrl) ] 

rPayloadl = Map.fromList [("id_token", "")] 

reql = Request { originidentifier = "attaeker", destination = ebUrl, 

reqNonee = "", method = Post, payload = rPayloadl } 

goals = [Left reql] 

myAttaeker = initAttaeker "attaeker" True ["att"] [] 

[kde, was, aServ] [] Map. empty aKnown 

seeondGoal:: State -> State 

seeondGoal estate= nState 

where eUser = user estate 

eAttaeker = attaeker estate 

eGoals = mGoals estate 

urll = Url { server 11 was" 1 path II one 11 
} 

aUrl = Url { server = "att", path "" } 

kUrls = [aUrl] 

req2 = Request {originidentifier = "browser", destination 

reqNonee = "", method = Get, payload = Map.empty } 

rPayload = Map.fromList [("id_token", "")] 

req3 = Request {originidentifier = "browser", destination 

reqNonee = "", method = Post, payload = rPayload} 

nUser = eUser {knownUrls = kUrls} 

nAttaeker = eAttaeker { asSessions = False } 

nGoals Left req2:Left req3:eGoals 

aUrl, 

urll, 

nState = estate {user = nUser, attaeker= nAttaeker, mGoals = nGoals} 

LISTING 7.5: Sever and Attacker instantiation, Specification of the goals for the WebAuth 

protocol 
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As we can see in Listing 7.5, we are instantiating one webKDC server, one webAS server, andan 

aServer server, the attacker and defining the goals. The servers are instantiated by calling the 

previously crafted server specifications, while we construct the goal with a request saying that 

the attacker should send a valid request to the webAS server. Finally, we instantiate a type two 

attacker (by telling it that it may create new messages with the True flag). The attacker also 

possesses a list of the servers it has fully corrupted ( the aServer), a list of servers it has partially 

corrupted, the list of all servers participating in the protocol, a list of fields it can generate 

automatically ( e.g. nonces), an association list of known or acquirecl files, ancl its knowleclge 

(in this case a valid account at the webKDC server). After the getServers function we specify 

another function which will be called after the first goal is reached. The seeondGoal fu11ctio11 

adds infonnation to the user, changcs thc attackcr to a t.ypc eme attackcr, and defines a ncw 

goal consisting of injecting the cookie to the user and the user being able to access the original 

webAS using the attacker identity. 
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Once the servers, the goals, and the attacker have been spec:ifies we can continue by creating 

the entry point of our program. The explanation of this entry point will be divided in two parts 

presented in Listings 7.6 and 7.7. Thc first. part. in Listing 7.6, corresponds to the header. In 

the header of our entry point we should include the following: the search heuristic to be used or 

if the program is to be interactively executed (in this case we are using the hybrid search), the 

bro\\'scr module to be nsed. the protocol spccification to be nsed, the nser modcl to be used. and 

finally the data types of our method and language libraries that help us measnre and execute 

our program. 

import 

import 

import 

import 

import 

import 

import 

import 

BFTest 

Browser 

Criterion.Measurement 

Data.Functor 

Data.Map 

WebKereberos 

Types 

U ser 

as Map 

LISTING 7.6: Header far the file to use our specification and execute the too! 

The second part of our entrypoint program, as presented in Listing 7.7, is composed of the user 

knowledge we want to use, the instantiation of the browser we want to use, and the call to the 

search heuristic ( or the interactive version) we want to use. After writing the entry point and 

the protocol specification we just need to compile the entry point and execute the resulting 

program. 

main: : IO () 

main = do 

putStrLn "Welcome" 

(pFlag, pState) <- loopState iState 

if pFlag 

then do 

putStrLn 

putStrLn "Continuing with second goal" 

loop (secondGoal pState) 

else putStrLn ":(" 

secs <\$> getCPUTime >>= print 

putStrLn "" 

putStrLn "Bye ! " 

where urll = Url { server = "was", path 

aUrl = Url { server = "att", path 

kUrls = [aUrl, urll] 

II one 11 
} 

11 11 } 

myUser = initUser "user" Map.empty Map.empty kUrls 

myBrowser = initEmptyBrowser "browser" 

(myServers, goals, myAttacker) = getServers 

iState = State myUser myBrowser myServers myAttacker goals [] 

LISTING 7. 7: Body of the program in charge of executing a!l(l defining U ser Knowledge 
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7.3.2 The results of our WebAuth Test 

Finally, after compiling our code, we can execute the program which will output either a trace 

tha.t leads to a.n attack (as presented in Figure 7.2) like the one in Listing 7.8 or a message 

saying that it reached its iteration limit ancl that no attack was found for the protocol being 

analyzed. 

Attacker Send [] to Url {server = "was", path 

was -> attacker: Response nonceattackerl 

Attacker Pass Response: was -> attacker 

"one"} with attacker 

Attacker Send ["cbUrl"] to Url {server = "kdc", path 11 one 11
} with was 

kdc -> attacker: Response nonceattacker2 

Attacker Send ["user","pass","cbUrl"] to Url {server 

with attacker 

Attacker Pass Response: kdc -> attacker 

Attacker Pass Response: kdc -> attacker 

Continuing with second goal 

U-> B: Send_Url Url {server = "att", path ""} 

B -> att: request 

Attacker Pass Request: browser -> att 

att -> browser: Response noncebrowserl 

Attacker Add Instructions: att -> browser 

11 kdc 11
, path 

Attacker Add Cookies: [Right (Url {server = "kdc", path = ""}), 

Right (Url {server = "was", path = ""})] to att -> browser 

Attacker Pass Response: att -> browser 

B -> was: request 

11 1.359 s" 

Bye! 

II two 11
} 

LISTING 7.8: WebMC Sample Output for the WebAuth protocol attack 

In the case of the WebAuth protocol we present in Listing 7.8 an excerpt of the output generated 

by our tool. This excerpt serves as a sample of what is to be expected from our program; 

however, we must mention that since we are using a heuristic in order to search all of the 

possible executions for an attack the tool <loes not usually return the shortest attack trace but 

first one it found. In this case, the trace presents the same steps needed by Figure 7.2 in order 

to rea.ch the point in which the user is a.ble to send the attack message. 

In the following section we will proceed to discuss our other experiments with the tools and 

our findings. \Ve must note that there are sorne other examples of how protocols have been 

formalized in the WebMC github repository https: / / gi thub. com/vferman/webmc 

7.4 Experimental Results 

As we can see, while proving security in our method is roughly equivalent to encoding security 

properties in a set LTL formulas and then proving these formulas hold; we took a more straight 
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TABLE 7.1: Experimental results 

Time to Find the Attack 

Protocol Type Two Attacker Type One Attacker 

SAML <ls <ls 

Oauth 1.0 (Attack 1) <ls NA 

Oauth 1.0 (Attack 2) <ls NA 

WebAuth 
ful! NA NA 
Sub Goa.ls <2s 

Session Establishment <ls NA 
Session Fixation NA <ls 

SAML-Fix NA NA 

OpenID 1.0 NA NA 

forwa.rd and slightly different path in order to create our too!. The properties our too! looks for 

are encoded as attacks, and we use something similar to branching time since at any moment 

more than one a.ction may be carried out. In order to avoid the complexities of branching time, 

our too! uses an heuristic to select and analyze only one bra.nch at a time. Since ca.lculating on 

the fly al! of the possible execution paths causes the tree to be infinite, we also encoded a soft 

limit on the depth of the tree which corresponds to a. point were we consider its not useful to 

continue searching. 

So far we also have analyzed a.nd reproduced the results of [7] in which is reported an a.ttack 

to a version of the SAML protocol, found two attacks for the OAuth 1.0 protocol tha.t had 

been reported by security researchers like the one in [33], and found what we consider to be a. 

vulnera.bility on the WebAuth protocol (a version of the Kereberos protocol for the web). As 

we can see in Table 7.1, our too! and method are able to reproduce severa! kinds of attacks 

previously reported by security researchers in both theoretical and practica! scenarios. We 

also report the time it took for our too! to find each of the attacks, when the attacks require 

chara.cteristics not present on one of the attackers we report NA and when the too! was notable 

to find an attack in less than a day either due to the characteristics of the attack or the size of 

the search space we simply report an NF. 

The a.ttack to SAML (see Figure 7.3) consists on reusing the token provided by IdP in order 

to use a different service; as we can see, the secrecy of the assertion is compromised and thus 

an attack is possible. The attacks on the Oauth 1.0 protocol rely on the fact that tokens are 

not scoped by the specification. While the first Oauth attack obtains a new token and uses 

it to perform an arbitrary action, the second obtains an already va.lid token and uses it to 

perform an arbitrary action. As we can see, the problem with Oauth is that tokens can be 
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u,," 

51. Usar. SP. uri 

A1. ldp. aulhReq(id. SP)_ u•i Al 

A2. Id . aulhRe (id. SP . uri 

AJ. SP. Respoose({AAl .1 ). uri .) AA-:-AuthAsserl{User. ldP) 

A4 SP. Response(IAAL ¡,;l· uri 

A4 

FIGURE 7.3: The SAML protocol andan attack 

freely obtainecl, and thus, do not offer any kind of security beyond a weak authentication also 

broken by the second attack. The vulnerability we found in the WebAuth protocol relies on the 

fact that cookies are used for user authentication, which means that if an attacker possesses 

valid credentials for the Kereberos/ Authentication server thcn it could inject cookies with its 

identity to honest users. Finally, we found no attacks to the proposed fix to SAML protocol 

and OpenID 1.0 if formalized as described without adding or leaving out any of the required 

functionality described in the specifications. 

We can see in Table 7.1 the results of our experiments and would like to point toan interesting 

result.. Whilc thc too! is ablc to find an at.tack to thc WebAuth protocol it would takc too long 

to find it if it were to be specified with a single goal, this happens due to the characteristics of 

our heuristic and the great amount of messages the attacker can construct. In order to find this 

vulnerability we separated the search in two; the first, using a type two attacker, in order to 

prove that an attacker with valid credentials could get a valid identity cookie; and the second, 

using the type one attacker, in order to limit the interactions of the attacker and to prove that 

the cookie could be injected and then used by an unsuspecting victim. 

7.5 Conclusions 

As we can see, WebMC is able to reproduce the results of several research groups. Moreover, our 

tool is not only able to find attacks reported as theoretical but also attacks found by security 

researchers that focus on existing exploits being used. With this chapter we conduele the 

discussion on our system and tool, thus leaving us with the task of discussing our conclusions 

and how our method and tool could be improved in order to be friendlier and find other kinds 

attacks. 
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Conclusions and Future Work 

Browser based protocols, as expectecl, share countless similarities with other protocols and 

applications; however, in the case of browser based protocols the participants in them do not 

lrnve a complete understancling of what is the correct information flow or of the data being 

transfered from one participant to another. Because of these differences is that we need a moclel 

tailorcd spccifically for thcrn. A rnodd likc thc onc prcscntcd would not only lcad to a bcttcr 

unclerstanding of protocol properties and allow us to analyze potential security vulnerabilities 

and shortcomings they may have, but also aid in the development of new policies and capabilities 

for browsers and servers since testing their security would require little moclification to the 

method and tool. 

This chapter is structured as follows: We will first, in Section 8.1, talk about how our method 

and tool can be extended in order to increase its usefulness. Then, in Section 8.2, we will 

proceed to present the conclusions that can be excepted from this work. 

8.1 Future Work 

As we know formal models of existing software tend to be somewhat incomplete since it would 

be impossible to formalize all of the existing characteristics and interactions that arise in our 

everyday world. As such, in here we present sorne characteristics and design choices we made 

for our browscr rnodcL how thcsc dcsigu choiccs affoct om analysis, and how sorne lirnit.ations 

due to complexity can be eliminated or mitigated. 

Sorne complex characteristics of the browser modcl we have found so far are the following: 

• Accessing files within the host computer. 

• Modifying previous instructions. 

79 
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• Calculating values to be sent. 

• Inter-Frame communication. 

and will be analyzed in more depth in the following para.graphs. 

8.1.1 Accessing Files Within the Host Computer 

As we kno\Y browsers work above an operating system with a file system in place. This means 

that a browser implementation is able communicate with the users, the operating system, the 

file system ('i.e. reacl and write local files), and through the network with one or more servers. 

In arder to simplify the structure of our model we clecided to ignore the way the browser is 

able to communicate with the operating system ancl the file system while keeping the ability to 

communicate with users and servers; however, doing this leaves a gap in our analysis (i.e. we 

cannot analyze attacks that rely on implementation bugs or browser features like XSLT tra.ns

formations that may depend on where the document is being read from) that may be used by 

attackers [34] and thus could be important to secure protocols and applications, and also to 

ensure that our analysis correspond to reality. 

The fact that our model cannot access the local file system means that we will not be able to 

analyze attacks relying on specially crafted files with a payload only executed when off-line, or 

how local and Internet content may be mixed, and thus the interaction of on-line content with 

the local system. 

We believe that this limitation can be mitigated if we include a special kind of server with a 

different set of policies ( also contained in the HTTP, and HTML standards). This local server 

would basically actas an oracle far the browser, represent the file system, and allow the browser 

to read and write files. 

8.1.2 Modifying Previous Instructions 

Web browsers can execute scripts. Scripts allow web pages to change dynamically and send 

different requests to different servers depending on user inputs, script interaction or the envi

ronment itself. The dynamic nature of the web is really useful; however, it also brings its share 

of problems spccially when dealing with code and behavior analysis. 

Scripts in the real world are able to modify themselves, and thus modify web pages' behavior 

although it may not be apparent from the users' perspective. This characteristic of scripts 

makes it difficult to completely analyze its execution since security conditions that held true at 
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one point rnay not do so in the future. As such, we decided that our model will not be able to 

accommodate scripts that can be altered somehow. 

The decision to model a browser where a script cannot modify itself mea.ns that instructions 

may be added and increase without a lirnit until a new page is loaded, and that we might need 

to modify protocols in order to rnake them conform to how our model behaves (instructions 

must contain all the inforrnatiou they ueed) since we might need infonnation inclucled i11 other 

requests to complete an instruction. 

We believe that although this design choice can be eliminated, by for example having an index 

or list of instructions and thus other instructions might be able to refer to them ancl thus to 

locate and modify other instructions, doing so would increa.se the complexity of the model ancl 

of our a.nalysis, and would cause more problems than the ones it solves. Hence, our systern a.mi 

tool will not <leal with this problern a.nd will require the use of structure that holds instructions 

and will increase in size until a new web page is loa.ded. 

8.1.3 Calculating Values 

Scripts and instructions are not really static. Most of the time scripts need either information 

from the user or calculate things that may be needed by the server but tha.t cannot be included 

on the original response. Right now, our model is unable to differentiate between values that 

come in the responses and values that should be calcula.ted by the browser. This also mea.ns 

that we cannot detect implementation errors in which the inputs are not sanitized. 

We decided to avoid calculating values for simplicity; however, modifying the way in which our 

model behaves does not increase its complexity by a lot and gives us enough flexibility to increase 

the scope of our analysis. We propose that this limitation can be mitigated by modifying our 

data structures to include name-value pairs that mix normal strings when values come from the 

server with special values that indica.te that something should be calculated by the browser. 

This new feature would also require an special mechanism that compares the values to the list 

of keywords and then assigns them a new calculated value. 

Basically we would need to use a mechanism that is aware of where the instruction is located 

and that would replace special strings representing functions ( e.g. hashes, nances, timestamps, 

numbers, cookies, concatenations, encryption or decryption) to the corresponding values that 

should be sent to the servers ( i. e. we do not expect these functions to calculate actual values 

but structures related to our method to replace the values function strings). 
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8.1.4 Inter-Frame Communication 

As we know, sorne web pages may incorporate content that comes from more than one scrver. 

This mixed content can sometimes be in the form of media components ( i. e. images, audio, and 

video) while other times it may require further interaction a.nd encapsula.tion and the content 

will be mixed by using frames or pop-up windows. 

Since the content in one these frames may need to send sorne information or data to its parent, a 

children, ora sibling frame, we need to be able to express sa.id messages to model the interaction 

that takes place in sorne paths of the protocols we want to analyze. Further this will !et us 

analyze and secure more of the web applications and protocols that we use in our cveryday 

livcs. 

The main difficulty of implementing this feature comes from the combination of frame-policies 

and the characteristics of web pages themselves. We may for example have a web page that 

<loes not know it is in a frame and thus will not interact with messages sent to it, or we might 

have a web page in a frame that cannot interact with rnessages due to the browser policies on 

frarnes, or fully working web page that tries to cornmunicate with the its parent and its sibling 

frames. 

8.2 Conclusions 

The results of our rnodel and application are prornising, and we are working on formalizing 

other protocols and finding new attacks. We aim at making protocol verification an integral 

part of the design process in order to create better applications and protocols that take security 

as one of their foundations. 

To summarize, or contributions are the following: 

• A method for the analysis of browser based protocols and web applications. 

• 3 models allow us to represent the different participants in web protocols (namely a user 

model, a browser model and an attacker model). 

• A generic server model that can be instantiated, and changes its behavior based on the 

specification provided. 

• WebMC: a too! for the verification of browser based protocols and applications 

We must note that we model a user that owns information and can be misled into interacting 

with components, and servers it did not intend to. A Browser that behaves according to security 
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policies, presents information to the user and interacts with servers through the network. Finally 

and attacker that owns the network, can modify and craft messages, corrupt servers and act as 

an initiator or as a server in protocols. 

We must also remark the existing differences between the approach we propase and that of 

others. Our method allows its users to automatically find attacks to browser based protocols. 

Additionally, it does not require for its users to give a full specification of each participant every 

time a new protocol or application needs to be tested. Another advantage of our method is that 

we made it into an standalone application, which means its user does not have to extensively 

alter t.hc bchavior of cxisting tools, fonnalisms and spccification languagcs in ordcr t.o dcal with 

the characteristics of browser based protocols and web applications. 
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